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3 years on, payments banks face uphill task



In2015,theRBIgavein-principlenodfor11 entitiestosetupadifferentlenderentity,termed‘paymentsbanks’.Threeyearslater,theseseemtobestrugglingtocarveandretain MAYANK JAIN writes anicheforthemselves.M



RECKONER



Quarter ended Mar 31, 2018; common sample of 180 companies (results available of 202)



Mar 31, ’18



12.4% 15.5%



NET PROFIT Mar 31, ‘17 Mar 31, ’18



7.4% 2.9%



3,816 billion 4,408 billion 518 billion 533 billion



Companies which have reported zero sales are excluded Data compiled by BS Research Bureau Source: Capitaline



MANPOWER MATH Top 4 IT firms’ employee additions in FY17 & FY18



Net headcount addition in FY17 FY18



TCS



much faster than we did anticipate,” he added. The 2017-18 financial numbers of these companies also indicate the industry has been able to firmly delink headcount growth from revenues, which augurs well for the industry in the long term. For example in 2017-18, TCS posted revenue growth of 8.6 per cent, even



ALNOOR PEERMOHAMED Bengaluru, 3 May



in Singapore to avoid excessive compliance in the case of a major transaction like the one being planned with Walmart. The US retail giant is said to be investing around $12 billion to pick up 60-80 per cent in Flipkart at a primary valuation of $20 billion. In a resolution Flipkart filed with the Singapore authorities, the company said it would look to acquire its own shares from investors at $131.4 per share. Taking this as the base price per share and multiplying it with the number of shares in Flipkart, which stands at around 134.6 million, one can arrive at an estimated valuation of $17.69 billion. This could likely be the secondary valuation at which Walmart will invest in Flipkart. It is expected that the primary valuation will be closer to $20 billion. Turn to Page 6 >



Aadhaar does not pose any privacy issue: Bill Gates Washington, 3 May



Aadhaar technology does not pose any privacy issueandtheBillandMelindaGatesFoundation hasfundedtheWorldBanktotakethisapproach to other countries as it is worth emulating, MicrosoftfounderBillGateshassaid. The 62-year-old multi-billionaire entrepreneur and philanthropist said Nandan Nilekani, Infosys founder who is considered as the chief architect of Aadhaar, was consulting andhelpingtheWorldBankontheproject. Asked if Aadhaar technology is worth emulatingbyothercountries,hereplied,“Yes”. “Thebenefitsofthat(basicID—Aadhaar)are very high,” he said. More than a billion people in
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TCS



Infosys



Wipro HCL Tech



Figure in brackets indicates decline Source: Companies



Buys back shares worth $350 million at a valuation of $17.69 billion



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA



Delinking revenue and headcount growth Revenue growth Headcount growth



Infosys Wipro HCL Tech



Flipkart goes pvt in Singapore ahead of Walmart deal



In a move seen as a precursor to US retail giant Walmart acquiring a majority stake in Flipkart, the Indian e-commerce player has bought back shares worth $350 million from investors in its Singapore-based parent to regain private limited status in the country. Flipkart bought 1,895,574 redeemable preference shares and 174,319 nonredeemable preference shares from investors for $350.46 million, according to documents the Bengaluru-based company filed with the Singapore authorities and sourced by business intelligence platform Paper.vc. The transaction was closed on April 27. Among the investors who sold their shares in this exercise were Shekhar Kirani, Deep Nishar, and IDG Ventures. Apart from these investors, several pension funds exited Flipkart through the buyback at $169.31 per share. Other large investors in the company — SoftBank, Tiger Global, Naspers, Microsoft, eBay, and Accel — did not participate in the buyback. IDG Ventures had invested in the company through multiple funds. Flipkart needed to become a private entity



NON-LINEAR DRIVE



India have enrolled in Aadhaar, the world’s largestbiometricIDsystem. “Yes, countries should adopt that approach because the quality of governance has a lot to do withhowquicklycountriesareabletogrowtheir economy and empower their people,” Gates said. “We have funded the World Bank to take this Aadhaar approach to other countries,” he said. It is believed that several countries, including some from India’s neighbourhood, have approached New Delhi for assistance in this matter. “Aadhaar in itself does not pose any privacy issue because it is just a bio ID verification scheme,” Gates, the head of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, said when asked about the concerns about privacy issues raisedbycertainquartersinIndia.
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Astormbarrelledthroughaswatheof RajasthanandUttarPradeshonThursday.It killedover100peopleinatrailofdestruction thatuprootedtreesandflattenedcrops.



5.5



Over 100 killed in storm in UP, Rajasthan



N



et employee addition by the top four Indian information technology (IT) services companies in 201718 dropped by more than threefourths. Even though these companies showed good revenue growth during that period, the non-linearity drive the industry had undertaken had been clearly paying dividends. In the year ended March 31, 2018, the top four Indian IT firms — Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), Infosys, Wipro, and HCL Technologies — made net additions of 13,972 employees (taking into consideration the number of people exited in the year), compared to 59,427 in 2016-17. This indicates the increasing focus on automation tool and technologies that the industry has been embracing to improve efficiency and service clients better. “Amidst continued broadly positive earnings reports, the indicators for headcount reiterate the secular shift from labour arbitrage toward notions of digital and automation,” said Tom Reuner, managing partner, Business Operations Strategy and M&A Advisory at HfS Research. “The deceleration of hiring or even the reduction of headcount progresses
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Sebi is unlikely to accept HDFC MF’s plea to allow a special quota for its distributors in its proposed ~35-billion IPO. SAMIE MODAK & PAVAN BURUGULA report



Demand for newer skill sets, automation changes hiring graph



8.6



HDFC MF may not get distributor quota in IPO



Staff addition by IT’s Big 4 drops over 76%



11,077 4,108



THE SMART INVESTOR II, 1



SALES Mar 31, ‘17



TESLA FACES ANGRY WALL STREET AS XI, MODI RAILWAY DREAM COULD TRIP ON AFGHAN REALITY MUSK SNUBS ‘BORING’ ANALYSTS



8,650 (1,654)



The GST Council will consider a proposal to impose a sugar cess to compensate cane farmers at its Friday meeting. The proposal for a 5 per cent sugar cess will be outside the purview of the compensation cess under the GST. DILASHA SETH reports 4>
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PUBLISHED SIMULTANEOUSLY FROM AHMEDABAD, BENGALURU, BHUBANESWAR, CHANDIGARH, CHENNAI, HYDERABAD, KOCHI, KOLKATA, LUCKNOW, MUMBAI (ALSO PRINTED IN BHOPAL), NEW DELHI AND PUNE



GST COUNCIL TO TAKE UP SUGAR CESS



> Sebi’s derivatives curbs to affect volumes
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6,320 3,743



Sensex 35,103.1 Nifty 10,679.7 Nifty Futures* 10,706.5 Dollar ~66.7 Euro ~79.8 Brent crude ($/bbl)## 72.9## Gold (10 gm)### ~30,915.0



33,380 7,775



THE MARKETS ON THURSDAY



* in $ term



though its headcount grew just 2 per cent. Infosys, India’s second-largest IT services company, posted revenue growth of 7.2 per cent, while its headcount increased only 1.9percent.InthecaseofWipro, dollar term revenue growth in the financial year was 5.5 per cent, while the employee count went up only 1 per cent.



Saurabh Govil, president and chief human resources officer of Wipro, says while the non-linearity drive is at play, it does not mean the company would step back from hiring the required number of people when there is a client demand for certain technologies or skill sets. “There is a greater deal of focus on non-linear methods and automation across the industry,” says Govil. “But you will have to start seeing headcount and revenue linkage in two parts. The first part is driven by the need to invest and hire across the globe, localise, and get new skills. The second part will see productivity happening, driven from the tools we are going to use. This trend will continue.” Brokerage firm Nirmal Bang in a recent report said that “structural pressures … will continue to constrain growth (for tier 1 IT companies)”. These include value compression and cannibalisation from automation, movement to cloud,andaweakerbutimproving competitive position in “new areas” and insourcing. Most large companies have curbed their hiring plans in 2018-19 because they continue to invest in digital technologies. TCS, with 20,000 campus offers last year and they will start joining in 2018-19, said it would follow the just-in-hiring model for lateral hiring.



India Inc warms up to hedging forex exposure ANUP ROY



Mumbai, 3 May



The recent movement in the rupee is being taken in all seriousness by corporates in India, and they are increasing hedging of foreign exchange (forex) exposure, say currency consultants. But there is still some way to go before Corporate India, particularly importers, can say it is fortified against sudden shocks. “Most companies do not hedge in a disciplined manner. Over time, the market will kill you,” says Jamal Mecklai, chief executive officer of Mecklai Financial Services. Importers have started taking note of the gathering clouds and currency dealers say there is a new-found awareness of hedging. “I would say most companies are aware of hedging now. They are eager to keep their exposures covered somewhat,” says Mecklai. While accurate data on hedging by the corporate sector is not available, the stable rupee had resulted in importers keeping as much as 80 per cent of their forex exposure unhedged since 2013, from the earlier 65 per cent, say forex experts. Exporters are typically more hedged during this period, but consultants tell them to cut their hedges as the rupee shows a depreciation bias. Companies are hedging for the short term. They await a clear sign that longer-



RUPEE VS DOLLAR (Inverted scale)



HEDGING BETS | Companies went easy on hedging due to stable rupee



| Rupee has sharply corrected this calendar year | Many companies are now enquiring about hedging | Importers are taking cover, whereas exporters are keeping positions open | Economists expect the RBI to infuse $8-10 billion in a few months | But dollar sales by the RBI may not suffice to check rupee fall term protection would be absolutely necessary. The rupee closed at 66.64 to the dollar on Wednesday, considerably lower than the 63.68 a dollar at the start of the calendar year. Turn to Page 6 >
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EASH SUNDARAM OF JETBLUE TOP CHOICE FOR AIRASIA INDIA CEO



Binani Cement asset valuation improper, says tribunal



New Delhi/Mumbai, 3 May



Kolkata, 3 May



AVISHEK RAKSHIT



ARINDAM MAJUMDER & ANEESH PHADNIS



Eash Sundaram, chief technology officer of American airline JetBlue, has emerged as a top contender for the corner room at AirAsia India. Amar Abrol resigned on Wednesday as chief executive officer (CEO) of AirAsia India, a joint venture between the Tatas and Malaysia’s AirAsia. Sundaram’s association with the Tata group is not new. He has closely worked with Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) on JetBlue’s digital initiatives earlier. A source said the Tata group was keen on hiring Sundaram for his international aviation experience at a time when AirAsia India was planning to fly abroad within a few months. “Sundaram’s hardcore aviation background is unlike that of the previous two CEOs (Abrol and Mithu Chandalia),” the source added. Turn to Page 6 >
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After flying for 25 years, Jet Airways plans product refresh > Jet Airways’ uncertain flight path >



AVIATION STOCKS NOSEDIVE: JET DOWN 12%, INDIGO 10%



P2 P17



A poor Q4 performance by InterGlobe Aviation (IndiGo) because of a spike in crude oil prices and higher competitive intensity impacted listed aviation stocks, as the market feared that the pressure would also reflect on other airline firms. While shares of IndiGo and Jet Airways lost 10-12 per cent each, SpiceJet shed 6 per cent at close on Thursday. II, 2 >



The Kolkata Bench of the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT), in its order, has upheld the allegations filed by the promoter of Binani Cement against the company’s resolution professional, Vijay Kumar Iyer, of conducting an improper valuation of the firm’s stressed assets as well as violating rules laid down by the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI), which resulted in escalating the cost of the resolution process. In the order passed by Jinan K R and Madan B Gosavi, member–judicial, at the Kolkata Bench of the NCLT, the tribunal has noted, “A serious allegation is also raised submitting that the valuation of the assets of the company was not done properly. We find some force in the argument advanced on the side of the director of the corporate debtor.” According to the order, the liquidation value has been arrived at ~23 billion. “However, bidders showed readiness to take over the company offering more than double the amount of the liquidation value,” Jinan and Gosavi observed in the order. After its latest revision of offer, UltraTech Cement is



KEY TAKEAWAYS



Findings of NCLT on Binani Cement resolution professional (RP) | RP has flouted circular number IP/003/2018 of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI) | RP has not strictly followed Reg 21 (3) of IBBI | Cost of resolution process could have been much lower | Liquidity value of assets not done properly



willing to shell out ~79.60 billion to acquire Binani Cement, while the Dalmia Bharat-led consortium, the H1 bidder, has agreed to pay over ~67 billion. Braj Binani, promoter of Binani Cement, had alleged that while the company’s lenders had previously valued the company’s assets at over ~150 billion, during the commencement of the insolvency pro-



ceedings against the company, the lenders, together with Iyer, had decreased this to less than ~30 billion. However, the resolution professional has refuted the charges. The tribunal has also concluded that the cost of the resolution process could have been lower but the resolution professional, after securing the approval of the company’s committee of creditors (CoC), had “liberally and casually suggested the cost and the requisite fees by themselves” without any supporting data in respect of fixation of fees to the professionals. “It appears to us that neither the CoC nor the resolution professional has taken any care in the appointment of advisors and other categories of professionals and fixed the cost and fees without considering the volume of work and complexity of the work which had been entrusted to them,” the order stated. Furthermore, according to the same order, Iyer had appointed 22 representativesforthemanagement of Binani Cement besides advisors, legal professionals, a facilitator, and evaluators. Turn to Page 6 >
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Arcelor may pay off dues as ‘goodwill gesture’ > India Gate basmati makers eye REI Agro >
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IN THE NEWS



Top loser among future & option segment



US, European regulators issue observations for Bengaluru facility



* OVER PREVIOUS CLOSE



~23.35 PREVIOUS CLOSE ~17.55 CLOSE 24.84% DOWN*



~663.50 PREVIOUS CLOSE ~626.80 CLOSE 5.53% DOWN*



> InterGlobe Aviation Q4 net profit down 73% at ~1.18 billion; YoY



> Edelweiss Financial Services Q4netprofitup46%at ~2.48billion;YoY



> Emami Board recommended bonus issue in ratio of 1:1 ~1,108.25 PREVIOUS CLOSE ~1,085.50 CLOSE 2.05% DOWN*



~282.95 PREVIOUS CLOSE ~295.55 CLOSE 4.45% UP*



~1,348.25 PREVIOUS CLOSE ~1,205.80 CLOSE 10.57% DOWN*
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MAPPING INSOLVENCY



Arcelor may pay off dues as ‘goodwill gesture’ ISHITA AYAN DUTT Kolkata, 3 May



A



BMW Group India President Vikram Pawah at the launch of the all-new MINI Countryman in New Delhi on Thursday. The locally-assembled car is priced between ~3.49 million and ~4.14 million (ex-showroom) PHOTO: PTI



Tata Motors sells defence biz to TASL for ~7.25 billion



Lanco seeks NCLT directive on revised proposal



TataMotorsonThursdaysaid thatitwouldsellitsnon-core defencebusinesstoanentity promotedbytheparentTata Sonsforover~7.25billion.The assetsaletoTataAdvanced Systems(TASL)wasapprovedby theboardandincludesgetting ~1billionforcapitalexpenditureand~6.25billionfortransferofshareinwholly-owned subsidiaryTALManufacturing Solutions,anofficial statementsaid. PTI



The resolution professional of debt-laden Lanco Infratech on Thursday filed an application with the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT), Hyderabad Bench, seeking a decision on the fate of the company in the wake of a revised resolution proposal, which was not considered for want of time by the Committee of Creditors (CoC) as the mandatory 270-day period expires on Friday. BS REPORTER



GroupM appoints new CEO for South Asia



JSW Energy looks to manufacture electric buses



Thecountry'slargestmedia agencyGroupMhasappointed SameerSinghthenewCEOforits SouthAsiaoperations,theagencysaidonThursday.Singh, whocomesfromGoogleIndia, willreplaceCVLSrinivas,currentlyGroupM'sSouthAsiaCEO, whowilltransitionfullytothe roleofWPPcountrymanagerfor India.Singh’sappointmentis effectiveJulyandwillreportto SrinivasandMarkPatterson, CEO,GroupMAsia-Pacific. PTI



JSWEnergyreportedalossof ~4.80billionfortheMarch quarter,owingtolowerrealisationandhighercoalcosts.The companysaiditwouldinvest ~65billionintheelectricvehicle space,higherfromtheearlier statedcapitalexpenditureof ~40billion.Theriseininvestment,thefirmsaid,istoextend itsplansfromelectriccarstoa widerrangeofelectricbuses andlightweightpick-uptrucks. BS REPORTER



UBS Principal sells 5.44% stake in Fortis for ~4.43 bn



Cognizant acquires Belgium-based Hedera Consulting



UBSPrincipalCapitalAsiaon Thursdayoffloaded5.44per centstakeinFortisHealthcare forover~4.43billionthroughan openmarkettransaction.Accordingtobulkdealdataavailable withtheNSE,UBSshedatotalof 2,82,31,975shares,amounting to5.44percentstake,ofFortis. Thesharesweresoldon~157 apiece,valuingthetransaction at~4.43billion,thedata showed. PTI



ITmajorCognizanthasacquired Belgium-basedHedera Consulting,aprivately-held companyspecialisingin businessadvisoryanddata analyticsservicesinanumberof industrysectors,toexpandits consulting,businessinsightand digitaltransformationcapabilitiesforclientsinBelgiumand theNetherlands.Thecompany didnotdisclosethevalueof transaction. BS REPORTER



Jaypee lenders to meet to consider Lakshadweep bid



S&P cuts Airtel’s rating outlook to negative



LendersofJaypeeInfratechwill meetonMay7toconsider LakshadweepPvtLtd’s~73.5billionbidtoacquirethedebtladenfirm,bankingsources said.JaypeeInfratechisfacing insolvencyproceedingsafter itdefaultedonloan repayments. PTI



GlobalratingsagencyStandard &Poor’sonThursdayrevised downitsoutlookonthe country’slargesttelcoBharti Airtelto“negative”fromstable, followingweakfinancial performanceinFY18andconcernsonelevatedcapexinthe currentfinancialyear. PTI



rcelorMittal made a strong pitch for eligibility before the committee of creditors (CoC) on Wednesday, but said if asked to pay dues on account of defaulting companies it might consider it as a goodwill gesture. “We believe our position is strong on both (Uttam Galva Steels and KSS Petron) and that is what we presented yesterday (Wednesday). And if we have to do anything, then that is as a gesture of goodwill,” said a company source. The CoC is expected to meet on Saturday, after which a formal notice for ‘curing’ the ineligibility is likely to be served to ArcelorMittal and Numetal. The CoC met both the bidders on Wednesday, who made presentations on their eligibility. The dues FEB 7, 2018 on account of the two companies — Uttam Galva and KSS Petron — will be around ~70 ArcelorMittal transferred shares of billion. Sources said lenders had indicated Uttam Galva to founding promoter to ArcelorMittal that it would have to clear group company in an inter-se transfer dues on account of the two companies. ArcelorMittal is already understood to have National Company Law Appellate Tribunal offered ~53 billion for Uttam Galva to banks. (NCLAT) on the grounds that the 30-day ArcelorMittal held a 29 per cent stake in cure period suggested by the tribunal for Uttam Galva, a non-performing asset (NPA) ArcelorMittal was not applicable to it. for more than a year, which became a tech- ArcelorMittal too, filed an appeal in the nical ground for ineligibility in the first NCLAT against the NCLT order, that the round of bidding, under Section 29A (c). observations against it be set aside and its ArcelorMittal was a co-promoter of Uttam resolution plan be held valid. In its appeal, the firm mentioned that Galvabutdidnothavemanagementcontrol the shares of Uttam Galva lost or board representation. However,aheadoftheEssar The CoC is expected value and an impairment was taken in the books of bid, it transferred its shares in to meet on ArcelorMittal Netherlands BV Uttam Galva to the promoter Saturday, after (AMNLBV) in 2015 and a large family at ~1 a share. Even which a formal part of the cost of acquisition though it had applied for notice for ‘curing’ was written off. AMNLBV also declassification from the stock the ineligibility is commenced a discussion with exchanges as a promoter, likely to be served the founder promoters of immediately after the sale of to ArcelorMittal Uttam Galva to persuade them shares, it came through much and Numetal to buy back their shares in later. The resolution professional, based on legal advice, found Uttam Galva, which lasted from 2015 to ArcelorMittal ineligible and disqualified its February 7, 2018, when the shares were sold off. It also said that no bank or financial bid in the first round. The NCLT’s Ahmedabad Bench, where institution ever reached out to AMNLBV to ArcelorMittal and Numetal had challenged addresstheproblemofNPAinUttamGalva. WithregardtoKSSPetron,ArcelorMittal their disqualification, however, remanded the first round of bids back to the resolution said in its filing, the NCLT erred in holding professional and the CoC for consideration. that L N Mittal is a promoter and in manBut Numetal challenged the order in the agement and control of KSS Global, and



ENTERING THE BID



FEB 9, 2018 Sold shares to other shareholders of KSS Global



FEB 12, 2018 First round of bidding for Essar Steel



KSS Petron, which is a 100 per cent subsidiary of KSS Global, is also under the same management and control. Mittal had indirectly invested in a Luxembourg firm (Fraseli), which in turn investedinKSSGlobal.Minorityrightswere available to Fraseli in relation to its investment in KSS Global. “This does not constitute being in management and control. The opinion received by the resolution professional correctly came to the conclusion that negative rights such as veto in relation to certain resolutions do not constitute being in management and control of a company,” ArcelorMittal told the NCLAT. The resolution professional’s legal advisors were divided on KSS Petron but finally went with the view that negative control did not constitute ‘control’ for the purposes of Section 29A(c) of the IBC and accordingly , KSS Petron was not a ground for disqualifying ArcelorMittal India. Mittal had sold his shares in KSS ahead ofsubmissionoftheEssarbid.However,the NCLT Ahmedabad said that sale of shares and declassification did not absolve them from responsibility. The order pointed towards payment of overdue amount as a cure for ineligibility.



KRBL group eyes REI Agro Lenders to get 7.6% in Electrosteel



VEENA MANI



New Delhi, 3 May



REI Agro, a firm that claims to have a 22 per cent share in the world’sbasmatiricemarket,has gone in for liquidation after the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) ordered it to do so. Sources in the know of the mattersaidthemakersofIndiaGate basmati rice, the KRBL group, haveshowninterestinREIAgro. REI Agro, which sells Raindrops basmati rice, has a reserved price of ~2 billion. The official liquidator will hold an e-auction for the company. While the company has many assets, only those not under litigation or that which have not been attached by the enforcement directorate have been taken into account. The promoters



Lenders will get 7.6 per cent stake in Jharkhand-based steel mill Electrosteel if Vedanta’s bid to take over the company goes through.Mining baron Anil Agarwal-led Vedanta Resources, which owns 50.1 per cent of Mumbai-listed Vedanta, has sought shareholders nod for the takeover of Electrosteel Steels for a total consideration of ~53.20 billion.In a notice calling for a shareholders meeting on May 18 for the approval of the acquisition, Londonlisted Vedanta Resources said the Kolkata Bench of the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) had on April 17 approved bid of its unit, Vedanta for takeover of Electrosteel, which was auctioned to recover ~141.77 billion of unpaid loans of banks. PTI of KRBL, which makes the popular India Gate basmati rice, raised ~150 million through an initial public offering (IPO) in 1995. Twenty-two years later, the country’s most profitable basmati company has a market capitalisation of nearly ~102.4 billion. The family owning the firm happens to the first bil-



lionaires in the rice business. The notification, late last year,statingthatREIAgrowould goinforliquidationhadsaidthe board and key managers have losttheirpowersandallemployees have been discharged. REI Agro’s insolvency case was admitted by the Kolkata Bench of the NCLT in March 2017.



The NCLT can order liquidation if a firm fails to bring to the table a resolution plan within six months of admission of the case. This can be extended by another three months. The company ended 201516 with losses of ~10.8 billion. REI Agro’s standalone turnover for that year was ~5.2 billion. Accordingtoitsannualreportof 2015-16, it owed 22 banks an amount of ~47.4 billion. It has also not paid interest on loans availed from banks and financial institutions. The company’s troubles started when it began facing a liquidity crunch due to a shortage of working capital. Its processing units were running on marginal capacity and production was suspended in many plants during the year under review.



‘M&As not very attractive for us right now’ Since he took over as president of Coca-Cola’s India and Southwest Asia business a year ago, T KRISHNAKUMAR, popularly known as KK, has focused on bringing agility to the company amid heightened competition. After cutting down the product incubation process significantly to 12 weeks, Coke is now launching the first product — Aquarius Glococharge. Together with Minute Maid Vitingo, the two products are aimed at strengthening its presence at the lower strata of the market. KK shares the firm’s plans and challenges with Arnab Dutta. Edited excerpts: Afterpostinggrowth in the past fewquarters, are you now looking toexpand the portfolio in non-fizzy categories?



Glucocharge — have a purpose of strengthening Coke’s presence among consumers who cannot afford to spend more than ~5 or ~10. Going forward, we will further expand these products. Also, to push our sparkling beverages in this market, we have been aggressively installing splash bars in recent months. While 65,000 dispensing machines are already installed, we will continue to add to the number. We estimate these measures will boost new customer addition by 5 to 7 per cent.



Are you considering M&A to growyour business outside the core areas?



Are you phasing out your dairy brand Vio?



We concentrated on driving growth in our core business during the second half of last year. The business segment has a strong backing of our established bottling operation that drives large volumes. So, as our core brands like Thums Up, Sprite and Maaza are now in good shape, we are looking at expanding the product coverage.



Acquiring a brand is sensible when it adds value and comes at the right price. But most of the local brands are highly priced at the moment. We have looked at small companies but their valuation is too high in comparison to the extent of value they could offer to Coca-Cola’s portfolio. Also, most local brands lack the quality standards that are required before incorporating them into the Coke system. This further escalates their effective price. Thus, effectively M&A is not a very attractive proposition for us right now. Are new launches aneffortto cover the crucial price points that gotvacant of late?



In the local market for FMCG, close to 70 per cent of retail transactions happen in the less than ~20 price band. So, it is very important to be present at the critical price points to bring new consumers on board. Also, these price points cater to the lower end of the pyramid — both in rural and urban markets. The new products — Minute Maid Vitingo and Aquarius



We have not phased out Vio. Rather, the next set of product launches will be under our dairy segment. Earlier we tried with a few products and have learned from the market. Currently, three to four product formats are in the incubation. The new products will be placed under our existing dairy brand. Competition from regional players has touched new heightsand theyhave grown using your in-shop infrastructure like refrigerators. Are you planning totake harsh measures?



Yes, you can call it an occupational hazard. We can stop that if we want to, but we do not want to take any abrupt steps. We have over one million cooling units installed in the market — far more than by other entity — and that has a positive impact on the livelihoods of the retailers. It is a huge strength for us. I expect competition will be robust unlike earlier when only twostrongplayersusedtodominate the market. It’s a tough business. But ultimately consumers will choose the winner.



After flying for 25 years, Jet Airways plans product refresh ANEESH PHADNIS Mumbai, 3 May



On the eve of its 25th anniversary, Jet Airways is planning to put the airline back in the reckoning. The Naresh Goyal-promoted airline is hoping to wrestle back business on domestic and international routes from its more nimble rivals through a slew of measures. On the cards are a brand refresh with new products on board its Boeing 737 and 777 planes and a revamped website and mobile application for better customer engagement and revenue gains. “The introduction of Boeing 737 Max planes will change on-board experience. We are changing the interior of Boeing 777 and will elevate business-class seats, which we feel would be a game changer,” said Vinay Dube, the airline’s chief executive officer. Jet will also revamp its mobile application and website with different capabilities both for commerce and customer service. There would be more changes. “We are also looking at other aspects like (check-in) queue times, speed of first bag delivery and so on,” Dube said.



The airline had 85 per cent of its flights on time in April, its best punctuality performance in the last three years. Asked about customer stickiness, Dube said that although the vast majority of air passengers in India are price sensitive, there is no single type of customer. “Schedule, network, frequent flyer recognition and rewards are still important for a number of people. We are addressing the challenge on how to deliver to different consumer expectations,” he said. There have been concerns about Jet’s partnership with Etihad Airways going south. But Dube said their partnership with Etihad “remains strong”. “We have great co-operation with them and we continue to feed each other’s network,” Dube said. Jet’s alliance with Air France-KLM and Delta had displeased Etihad, leading to speculation that it may pull out its investment. Dube said Jet was not in talks with Air France or Delta to sell stake and was not planning to join Skyteam or any airline alliance at moment. However, he said the airline would continue to expand by deepening existing partnerships. While Goyal and his wife Anita are



“Schedule and rewards are important for a number of people. We are addressing the challenge on how to deliver to different consumer expectations” VINAY DUBE, CEO, Jet Airways



actively involved in airline operations, son Nivaan is being groomed for a bigger role. “Nivaan continues to play an important role at Jet and is part of our transformation team. He is smart and capable young man. He does not take his place, his position or legacy for granted. What the future holds I cannot say right now, but I think it is going to be bright,” Dube said. When Jet’s first flight 9W 321 took off from Mumbai to Ahmedabad on



JET, SET, GO



1993: Jet Airways began service as an air taxi operator in May 1993 1994: Launched frequent flyer programme in 1994 — a first in India 1995: Granted scheduled airline status in 1995 1997: Naresh Goyal acquired 40 per cent stake held by Gulf May 5, 1993, it did more than just transport 132 passengers. The flight changed the face of Indian aviation long accustomed to drab and unreliable service. “Jet’s high level of service quality in the first 15 years made India proud — at home and globally,” said Kapil Kaul, CEO-South Asia of Centre for Aviation, a consultancy firm. With its stylish uniforms, fresh feel in aircraft cabins and focus on cus-



Air and Kuwait Airways 2004: First international flight to Colombo 2005: LaunchedIPO withofferpriceof ~1,100.Stock touchedall-timehigh of~1,375inlisting year 2007: Acquired Air Sahara. Added 11 overseas



destinations 2009: Launched no-frills service product Jet Konnect. Stock hit all-time low of ~115.95 in 2009 2013: Jet sold 24 per cent stake to Etihad Airways 2017: Signed co-operation deals with Air France-KLM and Delta



tomer service, Jet dominated the domestic skies till June 2012 until IndiGo sped past. Now, it faces even more competition. A resurgent SpiceJet is spreading its wings and Vistara is set to challenge Jet on longhaul routes in the coming years. Jet is the only surviving airline of the era. East West Airlines started in 1992 and closed four years later. Damania Airways and NEPC folded up, too.



With new competition from nofrills brands like IndiGo, GoAir and SpiceJet and Kingfisher, two significant decisions during that period — the acquisition of Air Sahara and aggressive international foray — hurt its finances. Good news came in the form of Kingfisher shutting down in 2012, but it was not able to capitalise on its legacy, loyal customer base and the acquisition of the low-cost Air Sahara. A stiff opponent of foreign airline ownership in Indian carriers, Goyal changed tack in 2013 and on-boarded Etihad Airways, which bought 24 per cent stake in the airline and infused much-needed capital. Capital remains a concern as its net worth is negative, while its debt stood at ~84 billion in December 2017. But things could get better according to Kaul. “With the new and stronger leadership in place and possibility of recapitalisation, Jet can recover and restore its earlier leadership position,” he said. The airline’s former CEO Steve Forte also said: “While low-cost carriers are seemingly successful in present times, Jet is very much an airline to be reckoned with.”
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Hondaclosesin Bombay Dyeing to re-enter onHeroinfight ready-made apparel segment fortopspot RAGHAVENDRA KAMATH Mumbai, 3 May



After a long gap, Wadia group’s textile firm Bombay Dyeing is looking at entering ready-made apparel once again with menswear. Earlier, it had an apparel brand, Vivaldi, which was sold to Proline to manage. The apparel will be branded in Bombay Dyeing’s name.



STRIKING DISTANCE



Companies Hero Honda



Apr-17 595,706 578,777



(Units sold)



Apr-18 % change 694,022 16.5 681,888 18.0



Source: Companies



SHALLY SETH MOHILE Mumbai, 3 May



The slugfest for the pole position in the world’s largest twowheeler market became more intense in April. Honda Motorcycle and Scooter India, the second-largest in the pecking order, closed in on Hero MotoCorp, the market leader. During the month, while the local arm of the Japanese two-wheeler maker sold 6,81,888 units (including exports), up 18 per cent over a year ago, Hero sold 6,94,022 units, up 16.5 per cent. Though Hero still leads by a wide margin in annual and monthlysales,forthefirsttime, Honda has considerably bridged the sales gap with the PawanMunjal-ledfirminApril, lagging only by 12,134 units, data released by the companies show. Auto firms in India count despatches to dealers as sales. While a month’s sales cannot give the complete picture, it is certainly an indicator of Honda’s growing clout that Hero cannot ignore, said analysts.“Whileitmay nothappen in 2018-19, given the optimism on sales in rural markets where Hero has an indomitable position, it won’t be surprising if this plays out in 2019-20,” said Nitesh Sharma, analyst at Phillip Capital. While Honda has been riding high on a robust year-onyear growth in scooter sales, rural markets, where it sells one in every two motorcycles, has been Hero’s stronghold and is helped by a robust presence in the entry-level bike segment. With Hero not being able to dent Honda’s sales in scooters,



a segment where it is a challenger brand, there are reasons for Honda to be worried, said Phillip Capital’s Sharma. Honda sold 4,23,527 units in April, up 15 per cent over a year ago. Scooter sales have seen a compounded annual growth rate of 18 per cent since 2012-13. It ended 2017-18 with a growth of 20 per cent, according to the Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers. An official at Hero said one month’s sales are hardly any indicator of the trend ahead, more so, because companies report wholesales and not retails. “It is not the first time that Honda has reported strong April sales. For the past two to three years, it has deliberately curtailed despatches to dealers in March so they can push more in April and start the new financial year with a bang,” the official said, adding Hero has always managed to retain the wide lead in subsequent months.Honda’sspokesperson declined to comment. In a conference call with the analysts on 2 May after its March quarter earnings, Hero’s management said that with several new launches, particularly in the premium (200cc) motorcycle and scooter (125cc) segments, the company should be able to fill the gap in its product portfolio and garner market share in the premium as well as scooter segments. Mahantesh Sabarad, headretail research, SBI Cap Securities, said, “It (Honda overtaking Hero) can happen soonerthanlater.”Itmaynotbe a worry from the profitability perspective, but in terms of volumes, he said.



“There is a huge demand from southern India for ready-made apparel. We will test market it in South and take it to other markets over a period of time,” said Aloke Banerjee, chief executive officer for retail at Bombay Dyeing. The merchandise will be priced below ~1,000 apiece. Currently, Louis Philippe, Allen Solly and others of



Aditya Birla’s Madura Fashion & Lifestyle are leaders in the menswear segment. Raymond has Color Plus, Park Avenue and Parx, and Arvind has brands, such as Arrow, in this segment. RIL sold its brand Only Vimal earlier to a Chinese company. Bombay Dyeing was also coming up with bedsheets on which customers can print digital prints like a home



printer, Banerjee said. The company will charge charge ~1,999 and will get it printed within 30 days. The company plans to open 100 franchisee stores this year, mainly in tier II and III cities. It has 200 franchisee stores, 27 company-owned stores and 3,000 multi-brand outlets. The company also plans to enter Central Asia.
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“You brought Gabbar Singh Tax (an allusion to GST) but this time you have gone even further. You have fielded the entire gang of Gabbar Singh.”



“The youth in Karnataka turned Bengaluru to a Silicon Valley, but the Congress government turned it into a valley of sin.”



RAHUL GANDHI



NARENDRA MODI



President, Congress



Prime Minister



“Anybody except RSS can vote for us... If NDA ally Bharath Dharma Jana Sena wants to vote for LDF, they can do so.” KODIYERI BALAKRISHNAN State secretary, Kerala, CPI (M), on the Chengannur bypoll that is a few weeks away



>



.



GST Council meet may turn stormy DILASHA SETH New Delhi, 3 May



T



Subscribers can use NPS fund for setting up business



The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Thursday told banks to share data with the Directorate of Revenue Intelligence. The directive was in compliance with a notification by the Customs department on December 14, 2017 that said banks must share all data regarding forex transactions of any individual. The RBI said banks should start following it with immediate effect. The RBI also said a new format will be released to monitor foreign investments in listed Indian firms. BS REPORTER



The Pension Fund and Regulatory Development Authority (PFRDA) on Thursday said NPS subscribers will now have the option to partially withdraw funds from their accounts for pursuing higher education or setting up new businesses. The decision was taken at the board meeting of the PFRDA last week. PTI



Interest rates unlikely to go up: DEA secretary The finance ministry does not see any scope for further rise in interest rates, despite RBI Deputy Governor Viral Acharya’s signal for a hike in the repo rate in the central bank’s June policy. “My sense is that interest rates have firmed up enough. I don’t think that they should increase further,” Economic Affairs Secretary Subhash Chandra Garg said. Acharya had favoured withdrawal of monetary accommodation in the next policy review meeting on June 4-5. PTI



Amid data security concerns, the GST Council will take a call on converting GST Network (GSTN), the IT backbone of the indirect tax system, into a governmentowned company during its meeting on Friday. However, irrespective of government ownership, manpower-related flexibility was likely to be provided through a built-in human resource policy, officials said. GSTN CEO Prakash Kumar had told Business Standard earlier that “hiring and firing” was faster since it was a private company and the private sector salary structure helped it hire the right kind of people.



(with inputs from Sanjeeb Mukherjee)



Solar manufacturing schemes face Labour-intensive export sectors hurdles over subsidy, WTO rules face slowdown



POWER POINTS



7,670 Mw



Solar power projects set to be tendered in the next 2 months through competitive bidding



~160 billion



Capital subsidy is available to companies to set up end-to-end solar power equipment manufacturing in India



Krish Iyer becomes Amcham India chairperson



SHREYA JAI



Krish Iyer, president and CEO of Walmart India, has become the new chairperson of Amcham India. On Thursday, Amcham India announced that Iyer has taken over as the chairperson of its National Executive Board from Pratyush Kumar, president, Boeing India, who served in the post for the past two years. While India's economic engagement with the United States has grown over the past few years, Iyer takes over at a time when both nations have clashed on policy issues spread across trade, immigration and investment, ever since the Donald Trump administration came to power last year. BS REPORTER



A subsidy scheme for promoting solar power equipment manufacturing is awaiting approval of the finance ministry while another one that offers assured power offtake to manufacturers is embroiled in World Trade Organisation (WTO) regulations. Officials said a ~160 billion capital subsidy was available to domestic and foreign players to set up end-to-end solar power equipment manufacturing in India. Under the M-SIPS scheme, the subsidy is to be disbursed after the setting up of the facility. The industry, however, has sought an upfront subsidy and interest subvention. “The process of disbursal of the capital subsidy is complex and based on the reimburse-



New Delhi, 3 May



Firms to contest tax credit notices INDIVJAL DHASMANA



„ The subsidy is to be disbursed after the setting up of the facility „ But the industry has sought an upfront subsidy „ Solar panel makers have also moved the Directorate General of Safeguards for a duty on imports „ The authority has suggested a 70% preliminary duty „ This could raise the cost of solar power to ~3 per unit



ment principle. To encourage setting up facilities via a bidding effective participation, the cap- mechanism. The government ital subsidy should be dis- has invited industry feedback bursed upfront against a bank on the policy. However, recentguarantee of the same ly the WTO raised questions on amount,” the Solar Power the bidding process. Developers’ Association has The industry has another said in a representation to the set of concerns about the ministry of new and renewable scheme. A power developer energy (MNRE). said tariff-based bidMinistry officials Solar power ding would hurt the said they had received tariffs sector as lower than several representa- touched a market prices would tions from industry record low of not support largebodies and these were ~2.44 per scale manufacturing. being studied. “Every unit last year “Solar power tariffs part of the supply have stabilised at chain has expressed its opin- rates that make it the cheapest ion. These are being evaluated. source of energy in the counBut sanction of the subsidy is in try. Any further price fall will hands of the expenditure erode returns for the developer department of the finance min- as well as the manufacturer. istry,” an official said. The government should look at The MNRE launched anoth- awarding projects in feed-in tarer scheme last year assuring iff mode,” said a developer. power offtake to manufacturers The domestic solar manu-



facturing industry has yet again moved an application seeking safeguard duty on imports, alleging manufacturers in countries such as China, Taiwan and Malaysia have grabbed over 80 per cent of the Indian market. Indian solar panel makers have moved the Directorate General of Safeguards for a duty on imports. The DGS has suggested a preliminary duty of 70 per cent. If confirmed, this could raise the cost of solar power to nearly ~3 per unit. India will see 7,670 MW of solar power projects being tendered in the next two months through competitive bidding. Solar power tariffs have been falling constantly and touched a record low of ~2.44 per unit last year. It went up slightly in an auction held in Gujarat to the range of ~2.65-3.36 per unit.



Trai questions processing charges on broadcasters



New Delhi, 3 May



SURAJEET DAS GUPTA Some of the companies that have received notices to reverse input tax credit in service tax are planning to challenge the revenue department's stand at the commissioner level. According to them, they should not be served the notices as they have not given any services by investing in securities and mutual funds. The notice, if upheld, could have repercussions for the Goods and Services Tax (GST) regime as well as similar provisions exist in the new indirect tax regime as well. The companies have not been trading in stocks but investing in stocks and as such not providing any services, said Abhishek Rastogi, partner with Khaitan & Co. Experts said, services are provided by mutual funds, or brokers or investment advisers and Firms have to not these firms. They are, in reverse input fact, recipient of services. tax credit on According to Cenvat exempted rules, companies have to turnover reverse input tax credit on arising out of exempted turnover arising non-core biz out of non-core businesses. In this case, the tax department has asked companies to reverse their credit since they have not paid service tax in securities markets directly or through mutual funds. MS Mani, partner with Deloitte, said,"It would be unfortunate that new litigation, which is expected to be lengthy, is being triggered after service tax has been replaced by GST." Shubham Mittal, indirect tax expert at Taxmann, said the issue of reversal of credit would arise in GST as well.



New Delhi, 3 May



The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (Trai) has sent out a letter to the ministry of information and broadcasting (I&B), questioning its jurisdiction to impose “processing” charges on broadcasters without asking for the regulator’s recommendations. The I&B ministry had issued a circular last December asking national TV channels for ~100,000 and regional broadcasters for ~50,000 every time they asked for permission to temporary uplink a live event, change their channel name or logo or their satellite amongst others. Trai, in its letter, has pointed out that the order passed by the I&B ministry should have been avoided, as any change of the permission fee amount would alter the terms of the licence. Also, for any such change, the regulator’s recommendations are mandatory under the provisions of the Trai Act. It has drawn the attention of the ministry to Section (11)(1)(a)(ii) of the Trai Act which says not withstanding anything contained in the Indian Telegraph Act 1885, the functions of the authority shall be to-make recommendations,



The I&B ministry had issued a circular last December asking national TV channels for ~100,000 every time they asked for permission to temporary uplink a life event, change their channel name or logo



either suo motu, or on request from the licensor, on terms and conditions of licence to a service provider. The imposition of the licence fee is being seen as a setback for the broadcasting industry, especially to sports channels which beam many live programmes. Sports broadcasters have argued that such a policy goes against the government’s ‘Khelo India’ campaign of encouraging sports. A senior executive of a broadcasting company asked, “while you might say cricket live programmers can pay this fee as they make money, what about others like kabaddi which has gained popularity at the national level or Commonwealth



Games which doesn’t generate big advertising revenues?’’ The new processing charges come at a time when the regulator has already floated a consultation paper on issues relating to policy guidelines for uplinking and downlinking of TV channels in India. It sought comments from stakeholders on the issue and conducted an open house last month. It was in this meeting that some stakeholders brought up the matter. This is not the first time that Trai has clashed with others over jurisdiction issue. The regulator and the Competition Commission of India are slugging it out in the Supreme Court on jurisdiction linked to anti-competition rules.



PHOTO: SANJAY K SHARMA



SHIPPING LIST Apr-Mar ’18 exports (P) ($ bn)



41.62



36.03



Y-o-Y growth (in %) „FY17 „FY18



Gems and Textiles and Jewellery products Share of sectors in total exports in 2017-18 (P) in %



23.46



5.44 2.57



RBI asks banks, firms to divulge more data on forex



New Delhi, 3 May



-4.43



The government wants the Asian Development Bank (ADB) to increase lending to the world’s fastest growing economy to help bridge funding requirement for infrastructure development. Economic Affairs Secretary Subhash Chandra Garg is set to meet ADB President Takehiko Nakao on Friday to push for increasing the ADB’s lending commitment to India. The ADB’s lending priorities in line with Strategy 2030 is also likely to come up for discussions. India will support the ADB’s plan to devote more resources for poverty alleviation and projects addressing climate change. The multilateral agency commits about $3 billion investment in a year, including that from its the private sector lending arm, for India. PTI



DILASHA SETH



8.56 1.31



India to pitch for increased borrowing from ADB



GSTN set to have flexible HR policy



0.75



IN BRIEF



“We might soon place all three proposals before the Cabinet,” Food Minister Ram Vilas Paswan said after the meeting in which he participated. The GST Council will also take up the proposal to reduce the GST rate on ethanol from 18 per cent to 12 per cent. It is again a proposal by the ministry of food and public distribution. “The matter may be referred to the fitment committee,” said another official. The council is also expected to provide relief to the industry by simplifying the return filing procedure. The council, chaired by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, may approve the ‘hybrid model’ recommended by a ministerial panel led by Bihar Deputy Chief Minister Sushil Modi where a buyer will get input tax credit based on a seller uploading the invoices, irrespective of whether he has paid the tax. There will be a single form for filing returns. There is also a proposal for a 2 percentage point discount in the GST for buyers who make digital payments.



-0.52



Petroleum and Natural Gas Minister Dharmendra Pradhan inspects the work of gas stations operating at PHOTO: PTI Harishchandra Ghat, in Varanasi, on Thursday



he GST Council will at its meeting on Friday consider a proposal to impose a sugar cess to compensate cane farmers. The proposal by the ministry of consumer affairs, food and public distribution for a 5 per cent sugar cess, is however being opposed by states, particularly non-sugarcane producing ones. In fact, poll-bound Karnataka, a cane producing state, is also opposing the move, sources said. States argue they will not receive a portion of the cess collected from taxpayers. In fact, they have proposed increasing the goods and services tax (GST) on sugar from the current 5 per cent, rather than imposing a cess. “There is expected to be a stormy discussion on the subject with most states against the proposal. It beats the entire objective of the GST,” said a state government official. The cess is proposed to be outside the purview of the compensation cess



under the GST, and hence will require a separate law. “The sugar cess proposal will be taken up by the council. It will be a different cess from the compensation cess and will require a separate act of Parliament or by way of a provision in the Finance Act,” said the government official quoted above. The Centre may choose to go ahead with this by way of an Ordinance, he added. Besides Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra are the big cane producing states. Currently, only the compensation The proposal is to levy a 5 per cent cess is within the purview of the GST cess on sugar under the GST law, and is levied on a handful of luxury and demerit items in the 28 per cent the amount sugar mills owe them. GST slab to compensate states for the Last month, a high-powered panel revenue shortfall due to GST imple- led by Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari mentation for the first five years. decided to consider three proposals to On Wednesday, the Cabinet lower sugarcane arrears that have approved financial assistance at the touched over ~200 billion due to a rate of ~5.50 per quintal of cane crushed record harvest of over 32 million tonnes. in the sugar season 2017-18 to sugar These included levying a cess on mills to clear cane dues of farmers. The sugar, a production-linked export subdirect payment of ~15.40 billion to farm- sidy and lowering the GST on ethanol ers will help clear less than a tenth of from the current 18 per cent.



10.51 -4.12



KEEPING A CLOSE EYE



13.73



11.88



Transport Leather and equipment products



7.74



1.8



P: Provisional; Source: Commerce and industry ministry



SUBHAYAN CHAKRABORTY New Delhi, 3 May



Exports from key manufacturing sectors, including textiles, leather, and gems and jewellery, have continued to show low growth in 2017-18. The Centre is banking on these sectors to create a large number of jobs. Even though such sectors have managed to recoup their losses from previous years, they continued to see a much lower export growth rate in a year when India's outbound trade managed to rise above the $300 billion target after two years, spurred by a rise in global demand, official data showed. Successive economic surveys have stressed on the need for policy reforms in these sectors. According to rating agency CRISIL, comparative advantage (RCA), or the competitiveness of these labour intensive sectors, has been on a sequential decline. A case in point, the RCA witnessed a significant decline for three of these sectors during 2006 to 2016. The textile tangle The $36 billion textile export sector, the third largest foreign exchange earner for the country after petroleum products and gems and jewellery, clocked only 0.75 per cent growth in 2017-18, after a contraction in the past two years. In the last financial year, apparel manufacturing, the largest segment within textiles, registered a decline for the 11th straight month till March 2018. “These figures indicate an ongoing shrinkage in the industry, which is a cause for concern. The sector currently employs 12.9 million workers, and the ongoing slide has hit several clusters. While India is struggling with the problem of stagnation in exports, countries such as Bangladesh and



Vietnam are showing growth in apparel exports,” said HKL Magu, chairman, Apparel Export Promotion Council. Unresolved issues, including the reduction in duty drawback after the imposition of GST and capital blockage due to slow refunds have affected growth estimates, experts said. “The labour-intensive apparel segment is doing quite badly. This is a very disturbing feature because despite the contraction in the sector, India’s exports have grown. Currency has also been a big issue. The rupee was trading at around 68 per US dollar in March and then it came down to sub-64 levels,” said Sanjay Jain, chairman, Confederation of Indian Textile Industry. In fact, GST aftershocks have been felt across sectors. The $23 billion transport equipment segment saw its growth rate plunging from more than 8 per cent in 2016-17 to 1.31 per cent in 2017-18. According to industry insiders, smaller firms reduced output to avoid defaulting on their loans, which hit the sector. The GST has also affected the leather sector, where informal business chains have traditionally relied on cash transactions. Also, the crackdown on the cattle trade in Uttar Pradesh, the epicentre of the leather industry, has hit the sector hard. Gold loses shine In the gems and jewellery sector, the clampdown on loans by public sector banks following the Nirav Modi scam has affected the sector. “We are awaiting details on the gold policy,” a senior functionary from the Gems and Jewellery Export Promotion Council said. The government last year banned the export of gold products with purity above 22 carats, to reduce irregularities in trade.
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IN BRIEF



Trump confirms payment to adult film actor, denies affair US President Donald Trump confirmed on Thursday that he reimbursed his personal lawyer the $130,000 he had given to adult film star Stormy Daniels (pictured) days before the 2016 election to buy her silence over an alleged affair with the then presidential candidate. Trump's confirmation came hours after his new legal aide and former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani revealed the President had personally repaid Michael Cohen the $130,000 that was used to buy Daniels's silence through a non-disclosure agreement. In an early morning tweet, Trump, 71, said his personal attorney, Cohen, was paid via a monthly retainer and that the hush agreement into which Cohen entered with Daniels had “nothing to do with the campaign”. The President had previously denied knowledge of the payment, which has prompted complaints to the Justice Department and Federal Election Commission over potential violations of campaign finance law. PTI



US-China trade talks begin PHOTO: REUTERS



US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, a member of the US trade delegation to China, in Beijing on Thursday



The Trump administration’s economic team held their first day of key talks in Beijing on Thursday, without giving any sense of progress on a deal to stop an escalation of trade barriers. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, who is leading the delegation, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer and White House economic adviser Larry Kudlow declined to comment on arrival at their hotel after meetings and a dinner with their Chinese counterparts. The US has tempered



expectations of a major breakthrough from the discussions, which are expected to focus on US concerns over China’s statedriven economy, forced technology transfers and America’s widening trade deficit with the world’s No 2 economy. China’s government won’t accept any US preconditions for negotiations such as abandoning its long-term advanced manufacturing ambitions or narrowing the trade gap by $100 billion, said a senior government BLOOMBERG< official.



Republicans nominate Trump for Peace Nobel



Tencent-backed firm probes massive data leak



Seventeen Republican lawmakers have nominated US President Donald Trump for this year's Nobel Peace Prize in recognition of his work to end the Korean War, denuclearise the Korean peninsula and bring peace to the region. Trump has accepted an invitation to meet North Korean leader Kim Jongun for the first meeting between leaders of the US and North Korea. “President Trump has worked tirelessly to apply maximum pressure on North Korea to end its illicit weapons program and bring peace to the PTI< region,” the letter said.



Meituan Dianping, the internet giant backed by China’s most valuable tech corporation, has begun investigating reports of a data breach that exposed the private information of tens of thousands of users. The fooddelivery and e-commerce giant said it’s working with police to investigate an alleged leak that’s drawn fire from concerned consumers and again cast doubt on the ability of Chinese web firms to safeguard sensitive personal information. It comes as revelations about leaks at Facebook Inc spur a regulatory and consumer backlash against internet companies around the globe. REUTERS



EU moves to curb imports of Chinese electric bikes Chinese electric bicycles will have to be registered in the EU in a move by the bloc to curb cheap imports which European manufacturers say are flooding the market. The European Commission had sufficient evidence to show that Chinese manufacturers were dumping e-bikes in Europe and were receiving subsidies, the European Union's official journal said. In the latest in a series of EU studies into and measures against Chinese exports ranging from solar panels to steel, the Commission has launched anti-dumping and antisubsidy investigations into ebikes. REUTERS



Bombardier sells Toronto assembly site in makeover bid Canadian plane and train maker Bombardier Inc has agreed to sell its Toronto aircraft assembly site to a pension fund as part of efforts to raise extra cash under a five-year recovery plan. The company, whose quarterly results on Thursday beat estimates for profit by a cent, will make $635 million gross from the sale to the Public Sector Pension Investment Board. The sale, however, of a facility Bombardier has owned for more than a quarter century, raises questions about the future of its commercial aircraft programs, especially its Q400 turboprop planes. BLOOMBERG



Jay-Z ordered to testify on sale of clothing brand Jay-Z is in hot water with Wall Street’s top regulator. The hiphop mogul is the target of a Securities and Exchange Commission enforcement action for failing to testify as part of an investigation into Iconix Brand Group Inc, which paid $200 million to acquire assets from his Rocawear apparel brand. In its Thursday statement announcing the enforcement action, the SEC identified Jay-Z by his given name, Shawn Carter. The SEC initially issued a subpoena for Carter’s testimony in November. In February the SEC issued a second subpoena for testimony. BLOOMBERG



Vodafone closes in on game-changing Liberty Global deal Vodafone is nearing a transformational deal to buy continental European assets from cable giant Liberty Global and could announce an agreement next week, three sources said. Talks between the two companies about a deal for Liberty’s German and Eastern European cable operations are nearing a conclusio. “It's the final phase,” one of them said. Both companies declined to comment. Liberty will report its first-quarter results on May 9 and Vodafone has its annual results the following week on May 15. REUTERS



Xiaomi files for $10 bn IPO, lifts lid over finanicals



BUSINESSES ARE BUYING MORE CLEAN ENERGY



Hong Kong listing expected to give it a market value of up to $100 billion REUTERS Beijing/ Hong Kong, 3 May



C



hinese smartphone and connected device maker Xiaomi is bringing its blockbuster initial public offering to Hong Kong, where it could raise about $10 billion in the largest listing globally in almost four years. The IPO plans, filed on Thursday, will be one of the first in Hong Kong under new rules designed to attract tech listings, a major win for the bourse as competition heats up between Hong Kong, New York and the Chinese mainland. The listing is expected to give Beijing-based, Caymandomiciled Xiaomi a market value of between $80 billion and $100 billion, just eight years after it came onto the scene in China, people familiar with the plans told Reuters. The $10 billion fund-raising target, if achieved, will make it the biggest IPO since



Xiaomi’s revenue was 114.62 billion yuan ($18 billion) in 2017, up 67.5 per cent from 2016 PHOTO: REUTERS



Chinese internet giant Alibaba Group Holding Ltd raised $25 billion through a New York listing in 2014. The IPO could be launched as early as the end of June, according to the people close to the process who requested anonymity as the details were not yet public.



Two people said the company’s valuation would likely be lowered to a bit above $70 billion. One said Xiaomi was looking to sell about 15 per cent of its enlarged capital in the offering. Xiaomi declined to comment on the valuation. The prospectus gave



investors the first detailed look at Xiaomi's financial health ahead of the IPO, showing resilience in a slowing global smartphone market thanks partly to a push into overseas markets like India. Revenue was 114.62 billion yuan ($18 billion) in 2017, up 67.5 per cent against 2016, the company said. Operating profit was 12.22 billion yuan, up from 3.79 billion yuan year-on-year. Xiaomi made a net loss of 43.89 billion yuan versus a profit of 491.6 million yuan in 2016, though this was impacted by the fair value changes of convertible redeemable preference shares. Xiaomi plans to spend most of the IPO proceeds on three areas: research and development, overseas expansion, and investments. Alongside smartphones, Xiaomi makes dozens of internet-connected home appliances and gadgets, including scooters and air purifiers.



Tesla stock tanks as Musk snubs analysts REUTERS



On capital requirement



3 May



Tesla Inc chief Elon Musk’s refusal to answer “boring” Wall Street questions about the electric car maker's financial condition sent shares down as much as 7 per cent on Thursday and spurred concerns about its ability to raise money in the future. Tesla’s bonds followed the shares lower and, with at least three brokerages cutting price targets for the stock and eight of 27 now recommending “sell”, several wondered what it would now cost the company to raise more funds this year if need be.



“Boring bonehead questions are not cool. Next” On retaining Model 3 reservation holders



ELON MUSK, CEO, Tesla In a conference call on Wednesday, Musk refused to answer questions from analysts on Tesla's capital requirements, saying “boring questions are not cool.”



“These questions are so dry. They’re killing me” He instead took more than a dozen consecutive questions — unknown on such forums — from YouTube investment channel HyperChange TV, who had



previously recommended buying Tesla shares. Cowen analyst Jeffrey Osborne dubbed the conference call, in which Musk talked of “barnacles, flufferbots, and bonehead bears”, surreal. Morgan Stanley's Adam Jonas said it was the most unusual he had heard in 20 years in the business. “Irrespective of the Tesla CEO’s annoyance with the genre of questions he was receiving ... an important part of Tesla’s success has been its relationship with the capital markets in funding its ambitious plans,” Jonas wrote in a note to clients.



Companies are buying renewable power at a record pace. AT&T and Walmart are among 36 businesses, government agencies and universities that have agreed to buy 3.3 gigawatts of wind and solar power so far this year. That’s on track to shatter the previous high of 4.8 gigawatts of disclosed deals last year, according to a report by Bloomberg New Energy Finance



Buying binge
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Going green (In Mw) Corporations are acquiring more clean power than ever before AT&T Walmart Microsoft Facebook Alcoa T-Mobile MGM Resorts Nike Google



520 383 378 336 330 160 130 86 79



Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance



Other findings



n Of the 3.3 gigawatts of clean-power deals signed this year, 76 per cent involve US power projects n The 15 clean-power deals signed globally in April will add almost 1.1 gigawatts of new wind and solar power n Mumbai Metro signed India’s second-biggest



corporate power-purchase agreement n Industrias Penoles SAB signed the largest agreement in April, a 245-megawatt windpower contract that’s also the biggest such deal in Mexico since a landmark energy-market reform



~121.17 billion from debt and ~52.94 billion from equities. However, according to Goenka, FPIs are typically in a selling mood in May. In eight years out of 10 in the past, FPIs have sold in the first quarter. The pressure would continue in May and to some extent in June before the local currency starts to recover. “Between 2008 and 2013, the currency had moved wildly and the hedging discipline had improved. But after that the rupee had become stable and hedging was an additional cost. Now that philosophy has taken a hit, looking at the global situation,” said Goenka. As a result of stability in the rupee, the hedge ratio may have fallen as low as 20 per cent of the total forex exposure, from 30-35 per cent earlier. There is only a minor improvement in the hedging discipline recently, but the corporate sector has at least understood that this time it could be different. “There are some companies that hedge 100 per cent, there are some that do not hedge at all, seeing the cost. It is always open to interpretation. A good hedge ratio could be 50 per cent, which is hardly the case for the market,” said Mecklai. He added that after his advice, his importer clients had hedged 53 per cent of their exposures, while exporters 55 per cent. Generally in a current account deficit country, importers hedge. But the rupee’s stability in the past



brought out exporters to hedge. “Exporters faced extreme pain in the recent past. With the rupee now sliding, companies in textiles, auto components, pharmaceuticals, and information technology are heaving a sigh of relief,” said Samir Lodha, managing director of QuantArt Markets Solutions, a treasury solution firm. “Importers are not panicking yet, but the hedge ratio has moved higher than earlier. But it is much lower than what it should be,” said Lodha. This time the rupee’s slide is here to stay, and the RBI is unlikely to stand in the way if the US dollar continues to rise. So far, the central bank has intervened sporadically in the spot market to support the rupee, only to let it depreciate again in line with other emerging market peers. The scope for selling dollars in the spot market is also limited, as the central bank risks draining out liquidity already under stress. Instead, much of the activity is taking place in the forwards market, where the central bank had built up a $32-billion position, but has now reduced the outstanding to $20 billion. Part of this is to support buyers’ credit after the central bank banned letters of undertaking. But some of the wealth spent could be to bolster the rupee. The RBI sells dollars in the forwards market to soften the exchange rate for a future date.



deal included a $2-billion breakaway fee in case the deal did not go through because investors and Flipkart cofounders are worried that the deal will run into regulatory hurdles. While Walmart is understood to be in pole position for acquiring a majority stake, the counter bid could further stall the deal, which was supposed to be decided last month. Sources close to the newspaper said Walmart was supposed to sign the term sheet for the deal almost three weeks ago, but did not



because SoftBank wanted Flipkart to wait until Amazon had put in its bid. In December last year, Flipkart Ltd, the Singaporebased parent entity of the Indian e-commerce giant, had bought back shares worth close to $800 million from investors including Tiger Global, Accel Partners, and DST Global. The buyback was part of Japanese investment giant SoftBank’s $2.5-billion investment in the company, and that included a large secondary component.



FROM PAGE 1 Binani... “Mostly all works (were) outsourced to a firm in which he admittedly (is) a partner and thereby violated the circular number IP/003/2018 issued by the IBBI… No doubt it adds an additional financial burden to a sinking company which is under resolution. If the resolution professional has taken too much care he could have very well avoided so many appointments,” Jinan and Gosavi noted, adding that most of the work was outsourced to interested persons. A circular issued in January 2018 by the IBBI directs resolution professionals not to outsource their responsibilities. According to the tribunal, a monthly amount of ~6 million was approved by the CoC to Iyer, while ~7.25 million was sanctioned by the CoC as insurance premium on a tailor-made insurance policy for the resolution professional. Another ~24 million has been sanctioned for Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu India LLP, which is the resolution professional facilitator, while Deloitte had charged ~6.5 million as pre-audit expenses and dispatch monitoring. Iyer is associated with Deloitte as a partner. An amount of ~7.15 million has also been sanctioned for Holtech and PwC, which are the valuers, and ~20 million has been spent on Alvarez & Marsal for evaluation of bids. Other expenses have also been incurred ranging from legal costs, forensic audit expenses, and security expenses to safeguard assets. Based on the set of allegations put forward by the promoter of Binani Cement, the tribunal has also found Iyer to have managed the resolution process in an “unfair” manner by not allowing representatives of the company’s directors to attend the full course of meetings, which is also in violation of IBBI rules. Sources said that the resolution professional and CoC will be issuing a notice to the Kolkata Bench of the NCLT for certain clarifications on the order. Repeated calls to Iyer went unanswered



Eash Sundaram of JetBlue top choice... The appointment of the new CEO has to be vetted by the boards of AirAsia India as well as Tata Sons. Tatas hold a majority stake in the airline. While the official reason given for Abrol’s resignation was his wish to spend more time with family in Malaysia, sources suggest the Tata group had reservations over his way of functioning. “The Tatas were not happy because the airline was losing money despite being a low-cost carrier,” said a person aware of the development. According to the Articles of Association, Tata Sons has the right to appoint the CEO of the company. So far, both CEOs of the airline were appointed by Tony Fernandes, group head of AirAsia. If Sundaram is appointed, it would indicate the Tatas’ growing involvement with the operations of AirAsia India. Tata Sons and AirAsia India refused to comment on queries regarding reasons for Abrol’s resignation or any detail about his successor. While the airline managed to increase its fleet size and launch routes, it could not break even. When it was launched, Fernandes had said the airline would break even in 12 months. According to the numbers of 2016-17, the airline clocked a loss ~1.4 billion. It earned ~2.90 from flying one seat for 1 km, against IndiGo’s ~3.40. Problems aggravated in the middle of last year after five senior executives object-



ed to Abrol’s ways of functioning. I R Srinivas (head of human resources), Navdeep Lamba (head of security), Vidhu Nair (head of ancillary and cargo), Nantha Kumar (head of engineering), and G Sampath (director of engineering) resigned but not before ensuring an enquiry into the matter. However, Abrol was backed by the AirAsia promoter, Fernandes. Abrol, in his previous role, was CEO of Tune Money - a Fernandes-owned financial services company. Due to the growing tension, the Tatas refused to invest in equity if things did not change. According to regulatory filings, the promoters invested ~1 billion only in March, 18 months after the last round of funding. In this period, Tata Sons invested more than ~6 billion in its other airline venture Vistara. In the past too, there have been differences among the AirAsia India board members over the choice of senior level executives, a former official said. Emails show that in 2015, Bharat Vasani, then chief legal counsel of Tata Sons and a former director on the AirAsia India board, objected to the selection of at least two senior executives. He said they did not have sufficient corporate experience. “The Tatas will now put a man with sufficient global experience in aviation to handle things at AirAsia. Hope things turn around,” another source said.



Staff addition...



digit revenue growth for 2018-19 on the back of localised hiring and largescale reskilling. “TCS has been building capacity, especially for digital, over the last 18-24 months. With high utilisation of the trained workforce, hiring is expected to remain controlled in the near future,” brokerage firm JPMorgan said in a recent report.



The company added only 7,775 people in 2017-18, compared to 33,380 the year before, even as employee attrition rates fell to a low of 11 per cent in the fourth quarter. In the year, the share of digital shot up from 17.9 per cent to 23.8 per cent of total revenue. The TCS management has indicated double-



India Inc... “The market expects the rupee to not go beyond 67 a dollar, but our view is 70 for the first quarter next year. We have started advising our clients to hedge,” said Abhishek Goenka, managing director of IFA Global. Most of the hedging is for one month. The strategy is to see how much the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) supports the local currency. Companies want to watch a few more months before they take long-hedge calls. But how much the central bank can intervene at a time when the global economy recovers is a question open to debate. Some companies have written rules that every exposure should be covered, but they are large companies. For small and medium enterprises, hedging adds up to 4-6 per cent of the loan cost, which they tend to avoid. While the RBI has accumulated reserves of $425 billion, any meaningful intervention to protect the rupee could wipe out most of what it had accumulated last year – about $55 billion. Economists expect the central bank to infuse $8-10 billion in the coming months, but only to iron out volatility. Year-to-date, the rupee is one of the worst-performing currencies in Asia, having fallen more than 4.5 per cent. The fall is led by the outflow of foreign money. In April alone, foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) took out



Flipkart... Tiger Global, Naspers, Accel Partners, IDG Ventures and a few other investors are likely to sell their stakes to Walmart in the transaction. SoftBank might retain part of its stake in the company. Business Standard reported on Thursday that Flipkart’s chief rival, Amazon, had put in a bid matching that of Walmart to pick up a controlling stake in the Indian firm. Sources said Amazon’s
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Payments banks face uphill task MAYANK JAIN New Delhi, 3 May



I



n 2015, the Reserve Bank (RBI) gave in-principle approval for 11 entities to set up a different lender entity, termed ‘payments banks’. The objective was to establish new entities that could facilitate digital payments with minimal friction and bring more people into the banking system’s fold. Three years later, these seem to be struggling to carve and retain a niche for themselves. In fact, three — Cholamandalam Distribution Services, Sun Pharmaceutical and Tech Mahindra — surrendered their licences without starting operations. Of the rest, Reliance’s Jio payments bank was launched last month. India Post has had a soft launch and is yet to start full operations. Currently, only three have completed more than six months of operation in the space — Fino Only Fino Payments Bank, Airtel Payments Bank and Paytm have Payments Bank, Airtel Payments completed more than six months of operation in the payments PHOTO: BLOOMBERG Bank and Paytm. Fino started with banks space the broadest base, of 410 branches across 14 states, 25,000 banking important because the rules limit directing customers to different points across the country and sees payments banks’ functions. These entities, even as its mainstay a little more than 15 million cannot lend or give credit and may remains the remittance business. monthly transactions. It has only hold deposits up to ~100,000 Fino is looking to diversify by offering mutual funds in the near already increased its base by 12 a customer. Fino has found ways around future. branches since its launch. “We also make money like any Airtel Payments Bank capi- these restrictions. It has entered talised on the parent entity’s big into agreements with entities that other bank. We can’t do credit but telecom base, converting Airtel can provide these services. “It is can do it on someone else’s behalf. wallet users to banking customers. too early to say where the industry We have a tie-up with ICICI Bank, It had launched with the highest is headed. Airtel was the first to where we disburse gold loans and interest rate on deposits, of 7.25 per launch but is still going through the book is about ~800-900 milcent annually; this was cut to 5.25 the UIDAI (Aadhaar) issue. Except lion every month,” Pandey said. Fino and Paytm, I don’t think any- The business correspondent modper cent this February. The chief executive of Airtel’s one has done any serious work el of lending earns the bank about bank quit last year, after the con- yet,” said Shailesh Pandey, head of 10 per cent of interest on the loans troversy around usage of the strategy and marketing at Fino they facilitate. However, analysts watching the Aadhaar e-KYC, for converting cus- Payments Bank. He said Fino provides the full space aren’t so convinced about tomers without their consent. It was fined ~50 million by the RBI for stack of services, from loans, remit- the potential of payments banks. breaking the know-your-customer tances, digital payments to savings “Unless you have a large eco-sysaccounts, through its collaboration tem supporting it, the business is rules. Even so, some executives in with companies. The bank earns very difficult to sustain. Barring a these banks are optimistic. This is revenue for the partnerships by few, most of the rest may not stand



the test of time,” said Jindal Haria of India Ratings and Research. An indication may be had from the balance sheets. While Airtel doubled its loss from ~2.5 billion in 2016 to ~5 billion in 2017, Fino posted a loss of ~820 million for the year ended March 2017. According to Haria, now that every normal bank is providing digital payments and services, which payments banks were supposed to do, there’s tough competition — every bank goes after the same crop of customers. There’s UPI, Aadhaar payments and everything else for each bank, which diffuses the differentiation of payments banks. Payments banks were a great idea when floated but with digital payments, it sounds like a redundant idea, said an executive of one of the mobile payments banks. Another reason for the struggle is the regulatory web they find themselves in, said Amol Kulkarni, fellow at CUTS International, a development agency. “The biggest constraint is that they cannot lend, which is the whole and soul of banking as we understand it. This is why they have trouble making money. Additionally, they have the challenge of doing double KYCs, as the automatic KYCs by telecom companies have been deemed invalid. This is a large friction area, which reduces the competitive advantage of using digital technologies to gather a large number of customers quickly.” Amid all this, payments banks continue to hope that they can beat co-operatives and rural banks. “Unlike other people, we are fighting to capture the emerging India market which has annual income of ~100,000-500,000. We are fighting for the demographic that nobody goes after and are very comfortable in that space,” said Pandey of Fino.
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PNB Housing net profit rises 36% to ~2.2 billion BS REPORTER Mumbai, 3 May



PNB Housing Finance has posted growth of 36 per cent in its net profit to ~2.2 billion in the March quarter from ~1.5 billion during the corresponding quarter of the previous financial year. On an annual basis, the housing company’s net profit increased 58 per cent to ~8.3 billion at the end of 2017-18, from ~5.23 billion at the end of 2016-17. Sanjaya Gupta, managing director of PNB Housing Finance, said, “The financial year 2017-18 was the first full year of results post our initial public offering. During the year, we achieved double-digit growth, supported by a healthy segment mix without compromising on credit quality and underwriting processes.” The company has around 84 branches in 47 cities and 21 hubs, with around 21 new branches and three new hubs made operational during 2017-18.



Loan disbursements increased 61 Individual housing loans comper cent to ~332 billion during 2017- prise 56.2 per cent of loan assets, 18, from ~206.4 billion worth of loans while loan against property products disbursed in 2016-17. Housing loans comprise 17 per cent of the compaaccount for 69 per cent of the total ny’s loan assets. loans disbursed, while 31 per cent of Net interest income in the fourth the loans disbursed were towards quarter of 2017-18 grew by 36 per cent non-housing loans. to ~4.5 billion from ~3.3 billion in the At the end of March 31, 2018, PNB same period a year ago. On an annuHousing Finance’s assets al basis, the net interest under management PNB Housing’s net income grew 54 per cent (AUM), grew to ~622.5 bil- profit increased to ~15.9 billion in 2017-18 lion from ~415 billion, in 58 per cent to from ~10.3 billion in 2016-17. Disbursements ~8.3 billion at the 2016-17. between 2014-15 and end of 2017-18 On the other hand, 2017-18 have grown at a from ~5.23 billion the net interest margin compounded annual at the end of for 2017-18 increased to growth rate (CAGR) of 52 2016-17 3.07 per cent from 2.97 per cent, while AUMs per cent in 2016-17. The have grown at a CAGR of 53 per cent average spread decreased from 2.37 during the same period. per cent in the March quarter to 2.29 Loans outstanding grew by 48 per cent in the year-ago period. per cent, year on year, to ~570 billion The cost to income ratio has fallat the end of 2017-18. en from 22.43 per cent in 2016-17 to Around 53 per cent of the loan 19.54 per cent in 2017-18. The combook goes to individuals, 31 per cent pany’s borrowings have grown by 50 goes to non-housing loan borrowers, per cent from ~356.7 billion during and around 16 per cent of the loan 2016-17 to ~542.7 billion at the end of book is for construction finance. 2017-18.



L&T Finance net up 30% in Q4 Edelweiss Fin profit up 46% to ~2.5 bn SHREEPAD S AUTE & NIKHAT HETAVKAR Mumbai, 3 May



L&T Finance saw a consolidated net profit of ~4.05 billion for the quarter ended March 2018, compared to ~3.13 billion in the same quarter a year ago. This was growth of 30 per cent yearon-year (y-o-y), backed by growth in rural and home finance business. However, wholesale business was affected due to higher provisioning.



“The company is in process of cleaning its wholesale book that impacted its overall performance this quarter. Major clean-up exercise will be completed by FY19,” said Chief Executive and Managing Director Dinanath Dubhashi. Revenue from operations during this quarter rose to ~27.48 billion against ~21.62 billion in the corresponding quarter last year. The company’s rural business for the quarter under review grew 64% y-o-y.



Edelweiss Financial Services’ consolidated net profit for the fourth quarter ended March grew 46 per cent to ~2.48 billion, against ~1.7 billion in the corresponding quarter of the previous year. On an annual basis, the financial institutions’ consolidated net profit grew to ~8.9 billion at the end of 2017-18, compared to ~6.09 billion in net profit earned at the end of 201617. The net profit, excluding the insurance business, grew 45 per cent to ~3 billion at the end of the fourth quarter (Q4) of 2017-18, against ~2.12 billion in Q4 of 2016-17. BS REPORTER
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Many theories are doing the rounds about the sudden leadership change at India's largest airline



HUMAN FACTOR SHYAMAL MAJUMDAR



I



t is unrealistic to expect that the exit of a high profile head of India's largest airline can happen quietly. So the noise surrounding Aditya Ghosh's resignation from IndiGo, an airline he served as president for close to 10 years, was quite natural. Though the noise has been described as "drama" by Ghosh and "unfair" by IndiGo founder and interim CEO Rahul Bhatia,



their media statements did little to shed any light as they refused to go beyond denying speculation about the actual reason for the sudden exit. There are several reasons for the questions that followed Ghosh's resignation. For example, the IndiGo media statement last week said Gregory Taylor has been appointed senior adviser and will take over as the new CEO once regulatory clearance was received. Taylor, who was earlier the executive vice-president of revenue management and network planning at the airline, had quit in February this year and left the country. The question is what happened between February and April that prompted IndiGo to bring him back this time as Ghosh’s successor? The second question pertains to the appointment of many key people in quick succession in the months leading to Ghosh's exit. The buzz was that these new executives were taking



over the decision-making, bringing about a cultural change and leaving little for the incumbent management. For example, the latest joinee, Wolfgang Prock-Schauer, was appointed chief operating officer in January. IndiGo has justified these appointments by saying that the airline is preparing to launch long-haul flights and the experience of these expats are crucial. But many say bringing in people from vastly different backgrounds may not build a cohesive team, especially if the person they are supposed to report to, has had limited say on their appointments. Most of these expats have a formidable global experience behind them. For example, Prock-Schauer is an industry veteran of nearly 40 years, having worked with Air Berlin, Austrian Airlines, Jet Airways and GoAir (as CEO). Taylor is also an industry veteran of 40 years and has served in various senior management roles at



United Airlines and US Airways in the areas of corporate planning, strategy, network planning, fleet planning etc. The other appointments have been Michael Swiatek as chief planning officer and Willy Boulter as chief strategy officer. All of them also have a decent understanding of the Indian aviation market. Therefore, it would have been difficult for them to have worked under Ghosh for long — a fact IndiGo promoters couldn't have been unaware of. Though Ghosh has been integral to IndiGo’s success, his experience in aviation is just 13 years. It was in 2005 that InterGlobe started its aviation project. The other tension point could have been the series of missteps by IndiGo in recent times. For example, in the last few months the airline has had to ground several planes — at one time 11 — and cancel several flights, over 900 in the second half of March, on account of engine glitches in its A320 Neo fleet. Some cases of IndiGo aircraft being
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A paper tiger express There isn't an alternative to trains slowing down on sensitive tiger corridors, especially at night. Otherwise, the Tiger Express may not have any tigers left to see



INFRA DIG BIBEK DEBROY



I



n collaboration with Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation (IRCTC), IR (Indian Railways) has a Tiger Express that covers Udaipur, Chittorgarh and Ranthambore, with a Tiger Safari thrown in for Ranthambore. The package is for four nights and five days. We recently went to Ranthambore (Sawai Madhopur) National Park, though not on Tiger Express or IR’s Tiger Safari. In India, Ranthambore is probably one of the better places to see tigers, depending on time of the year. There is an ongoing all-India tiger census (results will be out in 2019). According to the last census, in 2014, Ranthambore had 62 tigers. Linking tigers with specific reserves has an element of error. Tigers can saunter over to another sanctuary, apart from examples like a tiger from Ranthambore being relocated to Sariska. Park people we met said Ranthambore now has 67 tigers — 21 male, 20 female and 26 cubs, beyond the park’s carrying capacity. For the cognoscenti, we were lucky and saw T39 (Mala/Noor), T-57 (Singhsth), T-84



(Arrowhead), T-98 and an unnumbered cub of T-39. There have been famous tigers/tigresses from Ranthambore — Machli Senior, Machli Junior, Krishna, Mala/Noor, Sultan, Dollar male/Zalim. But this column isn’t about tigers, it is about railways. Therefore, let me mention Broken Tail. Machli Junior and Bumburam had two cubs, Slant Ear and Broken Tail. Broken Tail was called that because his tail was broken. A fight with another tiger must have caused a fracture, early on in life. Some tigers are friendlier than others, vis-à-vis visitors. They tend to swagger around and don’t mind being photographed. Therefore, they become more famous. Broken Tail was one of these and there are several of his photographs from Ranthambore, including some by the painter cum photographer, Murali Dhar Parashar. Then, early in 2003, Broken Tail vanished. There is a Darrah Wildlife Sanctuary (now part of Darrah National Park). Other than Ranthambore and Sariska, Darrah (Mukundara Hills) is Rajasthan’s third tiger reserve. But if you want to see tigers in Rajasthan, you are unlikely to go to Darrah. It isn’t known for tigers, though a male tiger (Mirza) has recently been released there. In contrast, Ranthambore had several tigers, even in 2003. Hence, when Broken Tail vanished, it wasn’t initially noticed. There were plenty of tigers to admire and photograph. Then, in 2003, a male tiger turned up in Darrah. Where had this come from? It took some matching to figure out that this was Broken Tail, traversing a dis-



DEATH TRAP Animals are often killed through collisions with trains. Railways also have indirect adverse effects on wildlife — such as loss of habitat, pollution



tance of around 150 km, somewhat unusual for a tiger. Unusual, but not unknown. Mala’s elder brother, T-38, travelled a similar distance from Ranthambore to surface in KunoPalpur sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh. But tragedy followed. The MumbaiDelhi railway line (with heavy traffic) passes through Kota, adjacent to Darrah. The superfast Rajdhani between the two cities travels at an average speed of 91 km/hour, with a top speed of 140 km/hour. It stops at few stations. A train isn’t a car. When brakes are applied, it takes a while for the train to stop. By then, the train travels more than one km. Early in the morning of July 15, 2003, Broken Tail strayed onto the railway track, in front of the Rajdhani. The loco pilot saw him, in front of the train and slowed, but it was



Tech founders giving up control over their firms For years, control was a way to protect themselves from pesky investors



F



or more than a decade, some of the best known technology companies, including Google, Facebook and Snap, have sold shares to the public while maintaining a corporate structure that allowed their founders to keep tight control over their companies. For Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, it was a way to protect themselves from pesky investors interested in short-term gains, even as shareholder advocates blasted the arrangements for creating unaccountable leaders. Now Zynga, a once high-flying maker of popular internet games such as FarmVille and Words With Friends, has taken the unusual step of scrapping its founder-friendly structure — a change that could make it easier for the company to sell itself down the line. The founderempowered structure at the heart of many tech companies is known as a multiclass stock structure, under which those who started the company own a certain class of stock that gives them outsize voting power even after it goes public. At Zynga, Mark Pincus, the company’s founder, has now converted some of his shares that carry more voting clout — known as Class B and C shares — into common Class A shares. The conversion reduces his overall voting power at Zynga to about 10 percent from about 70 percent. Mr. Pincus will not see any change in his economic interest in the company from the conversion. The change comes as Mr Pincus and his wife, Alison Gelb Pincus, are going through a divorce. Dual-class voting structures have been around for decades and have been especially popular at media companies, such as News Corporation and The New York Times Company.



Many prominent tech companies have turned to them as well, starting with the initial public offering of Google in 2004. Since then, Facebook, Zynga, Snap and a variety of others have followed suit with similar structures. As a result, shareholder meetings for some of the world’s most valuable companies — including Facebook and Alphabet, the holding company that now owns Google — are mostly for show. Shareholders propose and vote on resolutions even though the founders have the only votes that matter. The vast majority of companies that go public have a single class of stock, where one share equals one vote. About 81 percent of companies that went public last year had single-class arrangements, according to the Council of Institutional Investors, a nonprofit association of pension funds and other large investors. Charles Elson, a corporate governance professor at the University of Delaware, said that in his 20 years of tracking issues around multiclass stock structures, Mr Pincus was the first public company executive he could recall who voluntarily reduced his voting power so dramatically. Multiclass structures are bad for ordinary investors because they make founders unaccountable, he added. “If a CEO does a poor job, he’s not going to



The author is chairman, Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister. Views are personal



A lesson in history



At a public meeting in Kalaburagi in Karnataka, Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Thursday accused the Congress, and the first Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, of insulting Field Marshal KM Cariappa and General KS Thimayya. Citing history as proof, the PM said after defeating Pakistan in 1948, General Thimayya was insulted by Nehru and the then defence minister VK Krishna Menon. However, many pointed out the factual errors in the statement. One of them being Congress spokesperson Randeep Singh Surjewala (pictured) who requested the PM to “brush up his knowledge of history”. But it turned out that not just Modi but Surjewala too needed a history lesson. He had tweeted General Thimayya was India's High Commissioner to the UK between 1947 to 1952, and not the Army Chief, when it was Menon who was the High Commissioner to UK from 1950 to 52. Some others pointed out that Menon was defence minister between April 1957 to October 1962, while General Thimayya was Army Chief from May 1957 to May 1961. Swaraj India’s Yogendra Yadav asked the PMO to hire a “fact-checker” as the frequent gaffes were “embarrassing”.



Dejected artistes Several winners of the National Film Awards skipped the award ceremony on Thursday evening after a last minute announcement that President Ram Nath Kovind would be presenting only 11 awards (instead of presenting all National Awards), a departure from tradition. Rashtrapati Bhavan said this had already been conveyed to the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. However, in an open letter, the artistes said they were informed about the change on Wednesday and that they felt “dejected rather than honoured".



Renewed ties? Last month, as the Communist Party of India (Marxist) re-elected Sitaram Yechury as the party chief, it also amended rival Prakash Karat's line that advocated leaving no space for any electoral understanding with the Congress. On Thursday, Yechury's electoral line showed results. The Congress sparked speculation that the two parties might be coming close by announcing support to the CPI(M) candidate for the May 28 bypoll to Maheshtala Assembly seat in West Bengal. The CPI(M), on Wednesday, announced Prabhat Chowdhury as its candidate for the Maheshtala bypoll. The seat fell vacant following the death of sitting Trinamool Congress legislator Kasturi Das.
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too late. There is a moving documentary by Colin Stafford-Johnson and Salim Ali, titled, “Broken Tail: A Tiger’s Last Journey”. They had filmed Broken Tail and his family earlier, and they now added footage on his journey from Ranthambore to Darrah and his death. The documentary isn’t only about Broken Tail. It is also about poaching, tiger conservation and standard tensions between man and nature. Railways have indirect adverse effects on wildlife too — loss of habitat, pollution. However, animals are also killed directly, through collisions. Among larger animals, elephants, tigers, lions, leopards and bears. Oddly, other than for elephants, I haven’t found any robust figures on such deaths. There do exist some alarming numbers for tiger deaths in Madhya Pradesh. But



since I am not sure about their validity, I am not quoting them. The Wildlife Conservation Trust has recently launched a mobile-based app called “Roadkills”. When the database builds up, it can be used for all kinds of things. For instance, if you know a stretch of road is prone to such deaths, if you are driving, you can slow down when you approach that stretch. But as the name implies, though it doesn’t preclude railway lines, it is primarily meant for roads. We sometimes don’t realise there are small stretches of railway tracks that actually pass through national parks (Sanjay Dubri, Rajaji, Dudhwa, Buxa, Bhadra). In addition, the NTCA (National Tiger Conservation Authority) has given IR a list of 250 km of railway lines that are threats to tigers (and other wild life). Tigers also move between parks along tiger corridors. Another 86 km of railway lines threaten tiger corridors. Railways aren’t going to go away. Unless we say we don’t care about tigers (and wild life), what do we do? I don’t buy the idea of over-passes and underpasses as viable solutions. Nor are we going to get completely segregated tracks. Therefore, much as we would like IR to take us from Point A to Point B super-fast, I don’t think there is any alternative to trains slowing down on those sensitive sections, especially at night (say 20 km/hour). Otherwise, the IR Tiger Express may not have any tigers left to see.
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The IndiGo drama



forced to do emergency landings on single engines went viral on social media. Far worse was the incident of IndiGo ground staff manhandling a passenger on the tarmac. The airline sacked the whistle-blower on the pretext that he had instigated the assault and refused to tender an apology. Ghosh relented later, but the damage was already done. The airline was also embroiled in an unnecesary legal battle with the Delhi International Airport (DIAL), which had directed airlines to partially shift their flights to Terminal-2. For some inexplicable reason, IndiGo took DIAL to court, but lost the case. And then, a Parliamentary Committee report was harshly critical of its services. These are examples that do not point to a CEO who is firmly in command. There is no doubt that Ghosh had a phenomenal connect with the people (he knew most employees, including junior ones by name) and played a stellar role in the success of IndiGo. But the founders may have thought it's time to go for a rejig of the top leadership team which can take care of the growing demands of an airline that has grown much bigger than they could have ever imagined.



fire himself,” he said. “The problems it creates far outweigh any benefits.” Some recent studies, however, have suggested that companies with multiclass structures have outperformed companies with a single stock class. A report last month by the lawyer David Berger and Prof Laurie Simon Hodrick of Columbia Business School concluded that there are benefits to multiclass structures, including limiting pressure from institutional investors, which own the majority of public shares. The authors said that calls to limit multiclass structures were premature. In response to some of the criticism of multiclass structures, more companies are going public with provisions that automatically convert their shares to a single class after a period of time, anywhere from five to 20 years. Mr Pincus said Zynga’s multiclass share structure provided his company with “air cover” during several difficult years after it went public at the end of 2011. The company originally made games that people played on Facebook through desktop web browsers, but its business was upended by the surge of mobile gaming on smartphones. Zynga gradually focused on mobile games, but its stock has languished even as it has mounted a turnaround under a new chief executive, Frank Gibeau. The company’s shares closed at $3.64 on Wednesday, far below the $10 public offering price. Zynga also announced it had swung to a profit of $5.6 million in the first quarter from a loss of $9.5 million a year ago. Mr Pincus said he intended to devote more time to investing in startups. Giving up his control of Zynga, Mr Pincus said, will “create more space between me and the company whenever I go launch new products.” © 2018 The New York Times



Adapt, not adopt This is with reference to Shyam Ponappa’s “The Huawei pointer ” (May 3), which enumerates the factors that have led to the spectacular success of the Chinese company. Various infrastructure and other factors are necessary for the success of a company, but it is the top leadership, human capital and organisational culture of the company that ensures it a competitive edge under similar market conditions. However, adoption of the same competencies and work culture in another company is very difficult because unique history, causal ambiguity (reasons for success are too deep-rooted to explain) and bounded rationality (cognitive limitations) come in the way of recreating or understanding the issues involved in the success story. When the ideal company operates in a different national culture or political system, it is virtually impossible to imitate it. Can any Indian company insist on a six-day, 12-hour work for its employees as Huawei does (“9-9-6”)? Also broadbased employee ownership of the organisation (Huawei has more the 50 percent employees with company stock) may bring in more confrontation rather than collaboration from the trade unions. Six-month rotation of the three top executives might have its negative effects. This does not detract from the relevance of the article; it makes us think of adaption instead of complete adoption of what succeeded abroad. It is important to note this if you recall the mess we made of quality circles, co-determination (workers’ participation in top management) and benchmarking. Y G Chouksey Pune



Keep Congress out If K Chandrashekhar Rao’s (pictured) current curious stand — “nobody is



qualitative changes in politics and governance” is non-negotiable, he must not give into such demands. Keep the Congress out or meet the fatal fate of all previous third fronts mercilessly destroyed by the Congress — this is the clear message to KCR. Mahendra B Jain Belagavi



One-meal stand



untouchable” — means that Congress can be part of KCR's Federal Front then it means he is faltering in his mission. He is allowing political expediency to override the political prudence of keeping Congress at an arm's length. He is putting in place a novel political experiment to counter the unstoppable Modi juggernaut and provide a strong opposition to the Bharatiya Janata Party and thus help strengthen democracy. KCR must stick to his original idea of keeping the Congress out of the proposed Federal Front and not get carried away by suggestions coming from immature and unreliable political quarters about including the Congress in the Front. If KCR’s commitment to his goal “to work for



> HAMBONE



As the various state elections and national elections approach, the usual gimmicks employed by politicians come to the fore. One of them is the grand backward class residence dinner/lunch; announced well in advance so that media can be present and see the neta eat dishes that the resident would not even have heard of, let alone cook or eat. But what is so great in eating food cooked by someone from a backward class? What is this great one-meal stand that our netas brag about? And why does the media act as an accomplice in this natak?Just ignore these gimmicks and urge the netas to do something really worthwhile for the classes they want votes from. T R Ramaswami Mumbai Letters can be mailed, faxed or e-mailed to: The Editor, Business Standard Nehru House, 4 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg New Delhi 110 002 Fax: (011) 23720201 · E-mail: [email protected] All letters must have a postal address and telephone number
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The fear factor An overzealous CBI could cramp decision-making in banks



T



he first line of the Central Bureau of Investigation’s mission statement delineates its task as upholding the Constitution of India and the law of the land “through in-depth investigation and successful prosecution of offences”. The wide ambit of the country’s premier investigative agency’s responsibilities and its storied lack of independence from the ruling dispensation of the day has created an institution whose remit ranges from political corruption to corporate fraud, much of it at the behest of whichever regime is in power. At the best of times, then, the CBI’s investigations, especially through the dreaded, open-ended preliminary enquiry, can have a destabilising impact on the political economy, as it did during the telecom scandal. Its recent actions are no less restrictive in nature. In at least two cases in the last couple of months, the CBI has shown signs of an unwarranted zeal. The first was the first information reports against 15 senior executives of IDBI Bank in a case involving two separate loans, given in 2010 and 2014, to two separate companies of the original owners of Aircel. Reportedly, after the first company failed to repay a ~3.22 billion loan and filed for bankruptcy, IDBI Bank gave another loan of ~5.23 billion to another group company with the intention of recovering the first loan. IDBI Bank has said it has made full provisioning for the loans, which became non-performing. It is an open question whether the bankers could have foreseen the way the telecom sector would capitulate. After all, at the time the loans were given, Aircel was the sixth largest mobile service provider in India with a healthy subscriber base of 79 million. So it is difficult to ascertain whether it was an act of fraud or a bona fide decision that went wrong. The second case relates to the so-called 80:20 scheme. The CBI questioned a former Reserve Bank of India deputy governor on the reasons for “rushing through” a circular on the central bank’s gold import policy, which was introduced in 2013 by the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) government to curb gold imports. The CBI’s enquiries were linked to the collusive fraud between Punjab National Bank (PNB) and jewellers Nirav Modi and Mehul Choksi. Though the deputy governor said he went by the book, the questioning by the CBI sent alarm bells ringing through the banking system. Such over-vigilance is likely to have a debilitating impact on the decision-making process in Indian banks, especially in the state-owned ones. For instance, it is likely to affect bank credit to industry, which barely grew through most of 201617 under the weight of systemic non-performing assets, but had started to show small signs of revival. If public and private sector bank officers anticipate investigation by the CBI for conducting routine business, they are unlikely to take any decision. A politically induced climate of fear in Indian banking could cause economic stagnation as damaging as the “policy paralysis” that famously immobilised the UPA — that too, just as the green shoots of revival are emerging. The CBI needs genuine independence so that it can acquire the credibility it needs badly for people to trust its actions.



Sectoral expertise Regulators can be found beyond the IAS



S



ubhash Chandra Khutia, a member of the Indian Administrative Service who was chief secretary to the Karnataka government, has been chosen by a selection panel as the next chairman of the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority, or IRDA. Mr Khutia replaces T S Vijayan and is to serve as IRDA chairman for three years. When Mr Vijayan was chosen to head the authority in 2013, his appointment was welcomed particularly because he had previously served as head of the Life Insurance Corporation of India. While it may not be best practice to appoint the former chairperson of the largest player in a sector as chief regulator of that sector, it was nevertheless hoped that his appointment would break the tendency to staff regulatory positions exclusively with former bureaucrats. Without in any way impugning the competence of Mr Khutia, it is unfortunate that this welcome progression has now been reversed. If one looks at the selection process, it would appear that the scales are tilted in favour of the bureaucracy. For instance, the Financial Sector Regulatory Appointment Search Committee, which is responsible for selecting the insurance regulator from a panel of eight, is headed by the cabinet secretary, the senior-most member of the administrative service. This will be widely seen as another attempt by the premier all-India service to reserve the best positions for its own members. That is because one regulator after another proves to be from the IAS — forget about external talent, even the other services rarely get a look-in. Clearly, members of the IAS should be considered alongside other candidates, but it must be acknowledged that they are not the only sources of talent or expertise in India — far from it. Given this fact, their apparent monopoly of senior positions even when chosen by a supposedly impartial committee should raise eyebrows. Regulation, especially financial regulation, is a particularly difficult task that requires a light touch and extensive experience with the sector being regulated. Sectoral experts should, in general, be preferred to generalists, and thus, in any reasonable selection process, they would start with a considerable advantage. In this case, of the other eight candidates, several were sectoral experts. Dismissal of the importance of such experience underestimates the complexity of the tasks of a financial regulator. It is also important to note that, in the past, regulators have been called upon to take positions on decisions made by the relevant ministry; and, in many sectors, the government is a major player in the sector being regulated. A bureaucrat is more likely to identify with the government than with the private sector players involved, or even the consumers, who are the regulator’s ultimate constituency. In other words, however independent a regulatory agency may be on paper, the repeated selection of IAS members as their heads could compromise autonomy. It undermines institutions and betokens a state, government, and bureaucracy that is unwilling to let go of power. Perhaps, the first step towards freeing regulators could be to alter the composition of the search committee.



Sugar, ayurveda & a Chinese attack The delightful history of India-China diplomacy



T



here’s an oversupply of commentary on the Wuhan hangout between Narendra Modi and Xi Jinping. Everyone agrees it’s a big deal although few dare to point out what exactly India is likely to gain as a result of it. Let’s also wait and see if Beijing’s positions actually change, at least on non-core issues such as designating Pakistani terrorist leaders as such at the United Nations, before we start applauding a new dawn in India-China relations. Let’s wait and see if Xi Jinping’s time-out from his global domination project to have a cup of tea with the Indian prime minister will continue after Donald Trump takes the heat off him on trade and North Korea. In the meantime, let me share some vignettes from the history of India-China relations. Don’t try to read between the lines, because there’s nothing there. I’m retelling these stories merely because they are both very interesting and little known. Here’s the first one. It’s about the first time China invaded India. No, not 1962. We are talking about 648 CE. NITIN PAI The first half of the seventh century saw the consolidation of three power centres in this part of the world: The Tang Dynasty China under Emperor Taizong, the North Indian empire under Emperor Harsha, with the Tibetan empire under Songsten Gampo separating the two. The Chinese emperor was wary of the rising power of the Tibetans as he was of the advancing Arab armies that were then making inroads



into Central Asia. What happened next was largely precipitated by one intrepid Buddhist monk from China who decided to disregard imperial orders and venture out to the land of the Buddha in search of knowledge. Xuanzang not only found his way into India, but also befriended Emperor Harsha. They got along famously and when Xuanzang went back home to China in 646 CE, he got along famously with Emperor Taizong as well. Thanks to the monk's good offices, Harsha sent a diplomatic mission to the Tang court in 641 CE, which Taizong promptly reciprocated. We even know the name of the first Chinese ambassador to India — Liang Huaijing — part of whose mission was to find out if Harsha was interested in a military alliance against Tibet. Interestingly, Liang was also a member of the party that had dropped off a Chinese princess in Lhasa — as part of a marital alliance with Emperor Songsten — on his way to India. No, statecraft hasn’t changed much since the 7th century. In any case, Harsha followed up with two more missions in the following years and Taizong sent one more before Xuanzang himself got back home. In addition to Buddhist texts, this time the Chinese wanted the technology to manufacture sugar. By 646 CE, India-China relations were on a high. Then



THE ASIAN BALANCE



Harsha passed away, Taizong became preoccupied with tensions on the Korean peninsula while his marital alliance with the Tibetans began to bear fruit. Having heard about Ayurveda from Xuanzang, Taizong wanted it for himself. The Emperor’s health had suffered due to his Korean exertions. Not satisfied with Harsha’s gifts of agnimani and turmeric, he dispatched Wang Xuance, a seasoned envoy, to get him a Ayurvedic physician. Clearly this was before the Chinese discovered the medicinal properties of ginseng or after they acknowledged it wasn’t working, at least for Taizong. When Wang descended the slopes on the Indian side, he and his party were set upon by a North Indian warlord in the instability following Harsha’s death. Only Wang and his deputy Jiang Shiren escaped. Now, you don’t mess with the emissary of the Son of Heaven without consequences. Wang went to Tibet where he was provided with 1200 mercenaries. The Nepalese king, Narendradeva, who owed Songsten a favour, sent a cavalry force of over 700 horsemen. So one fine day in April-May 648 CE, a combined force of Tibetan and Nepali troops led by two Chinese officials descended on the said North Indian warlord, a chap they called Aluonashun (or Arunasa), and defeated him after three days of fighting. According to the official Tang records, “[more] than three thousand people were beheaded, and those who jumped into the water and died by drown-ing numbered more than ten thousand. Arunasa abandoned the city and fled, but Jiang Shiren pursued and captured him. The men and women who were taken captive numbered two thousand, and the cows and horses seized were more than thirty thousand. India trem-bled at these events. Wang Xuance returned to China taking Arunasa as a captive”. That’s not all. Wang took back with him an Ayurvedic physician named Narayanaswamy, who introduced himself to the Chinese emperor as being two hundred years old. His ministrations, unfortunately, didn’t work on Taizong, who died soon after in 650 CE. The politics of the Tang court began to discredit Narayanaswamy but couldn’t harm him for fear of creating a diplomatic incident. They finally decided to deport him, but the poor doctor passed away before they could do so. What we know of these incidents almost entirely comes to us from Chinese sources. There is not a word about this in Indian texts. It’s almost as if it never happened. Tansen Sen, who has an excellent account of this history in Buddhism, Diplomacy and Trade (University of Hawaii Press, 2003), notes that “the military power of the Tang empire, displayed within India’s borders, may have instigated Indian kingdoms, some as far as southern India, to explore military ties with China”. Southern Indian states exploring military ties with China in the 7th and 8th centuries? Indeed. That’s a topic for another column. The writer is co-founder and director of the Takshashila Institution, an independent think tank and school of public policy



Storm before the calm T



he recent spate of riots in Karnataka a few violence of Partition, there was a period of relative months before the elections follows a pat- calm. There were an average of 16 reported riots per tern seen around the country. The earlier year in the period 1950-1980. (All riot data is taken examples that come to mind are riots in Kishtwar from news reports in The Times of India, originalin Jammu and in Muzaffarnagar in UP preceding ly compiled by Ashutosh Varshney and Steven the general elections in 2014. In both these areas Wilkinson, and then extended by us). the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) ended up doing Subsequently, the period that we study, 1981-2001, exceptionally well in those elections. There is a had on an average almost three times as many riots general sense that riots do have some effect on reported annually. This period also coincides with elections but understanding the magnitude of the the rise of Hindutva politics and of the BJP as an effect and the mechanisms through which this electoral force in the country. While investigating effect happens is important for understanding the the effect of riots on election results, it is important electoral strategies that could be at play. If the to keep in mind the possibility that both riots and effects are large enough, then there would be a an electoral swing in BJP’s favour may be caused by some unobservable clear incentive for the party benefiting underlying changes in from riots to orchestrate them for society – like increased electoral gains. consolidation of the In a recent research paper with my coHindu identity. Or the author Sriya Iyer (University of possibility that it is the Cambridge), titled Religious riots and elecupswing in voters’ prefertoral politics in India, published in the ence for BJP in upcoming Journal of Development Economics, I have elections that is causing found that in state elections held between riots as a reaction. To iso1981 and 2001, a Hindu-Muslim riot occurlate the causal effect of ring in the year preceding the election, riots on election results, caused, on an average, a 5 percentage ANAND SHRIVASTAVA we identify a driver of point increase in the BJP’s vote share in the election. In many constituencies a riots that is independent five-point swing is enough to win the seat and pre- of both the reasons mentioned above. (This is called sumably, if constituencies could be targeted, then the instrumental variable estimation technique). this could be a powerful, albeit deadly, electoral We posit that when an important Hindu festival weapon. It needs to be stressed that the paper did falls on a Friday, it increases the probability of a riot not look for, nor did it find, any evidence to show happening. In fact, the data shows that it almost that riots were being used as an electoral strategy. doubles the probability of a riot from 8 per cent to But it does show that if the party were to be led by 15 per cent. We use this increase in probability of a cold, ruthless person who would want to win riots to find that riots do affect election results, elections at any cost, then there is enough incentive independent of other causes, and on average they swing them towards the BJP. to instigate targeted riots for electoral gains. Hindu-Muslim riots Hindu-Muslim riots have a long history in India that precedes independence. After the gruesome



Mechanism It is challenging to isolate the mechanism through which the occurrence of a riot translates into a



change in vote share. However, given the aggregate nature of the data, we find some patterns that point towards some likely explanations. First we look for the possibility of change in voter participation because of riots. While we do not find an effect of riots on turnout ratio (the proportion of registered voters coming out to vote), we do find that in districts where the Muslim share of population is above the median, riots lead to a drop in the voter registration ratio (the ratio of voting age population that is registered to vote). While the precise reasons and implications for this are unclear, we can speculate that this could either be because Muslims themselves become reluctant to register (as sometimes electoral rolls are used to target Muslim households) or that the state machinery makes it more difficult for them to do so. The other possible mechanism is a change in voting preferences of the voters. We find that the effect of riots on elections is short-lived, in the sense that an election that happens three years after a riot does not see any appreciable effect. This lends weight to the explanation forwarded by political scientists, where temporary polarisation on religious lines leads Hindus to vote for the BJP rather than for the Congress or other regional parties, while Muslims vote for the Congress or other non-BJP parties. But since Hindus are in the majority in almost all constituencies, this polarisation ends up benefiting the BJP. Directly verifying this is non-trivial since data does not show voting behaviour by religion. While the fact that riots help the BJP is not news to people who are aware of ground realities, but the extent and prevalence of the effect even today is deeply worrying, to say the least. Given the clear electoral incentives, instigating communal riots in targeted areas could well be one of the tactics used by the BJP in closely fought elections. The writer is assistant professor, School of Liberal Studies, Azim Premji University



Death, capitalism and ‘Infinity War’



PAGE DOWN MIHIR S SHARMA



E



veryone knows that it’s tough to turn books into movies. How do you deal with internal monologues? With the world-building that good writers do effortlessly, and in the background? Do you just give up on conveying the tone of the writer’s words, and focus on the narrative? Yet it’s also true that, if you turn a popular novel into a film, it can do very well; adjusted for inflation, the best-



performing movie of all time remains 1939’s Gone with the Wind, which earned $3.3 billion in 2014 dollars. Steven Spielberg succeeded similarly with Jaws (adapted from Peter Benchley) which was the first summer blockbuster, and later with Jurassic Park (from the Michael Crichton novel) the first movie to crack a billion dollars in receipts. And of course, if you happen to have a series of books to adapt, you can laugh all the way to the bank; the Lord of the Rings movies have earned almost $6 billion, and Harry Potter series over $8.5 billion. If there’s one reason why these worked, it was, in my opinion, that the film-makers sought to be faithful to the mood of the books, and to the fates that the authors assigned the books’ characters. You might want to know how Harry is doing now, and a movie about it might earn a billion — but there’s no chance that you could do it without JK Rowling agreeing, and seeing if it fits into her vision of the Potterverse. What the film studios



want is not going to factor into her deci- movies that preceded it, Infinity War is sion. Paradoxically, that faithfulness to a loose adaptation of a Marvel comic a vision first put into print is precisely book series; in this case, a 1991 six-part why the movies are trusted by audi- series called The Infinity Gauntlet. ences — and thus why they would do The task of adapting comic books or well in the first place. graphic novels for the Yet that is also why the screen is, in some ways, most successful genre of The comic-book easier than adapting a adaptations from print to companies have to book; one obvious cinema is also the most keep the stories going advantage is that graphuncertain, and in which on forever, ic novels are, of course, storytelling might be most constructing more visual. Yet the very influenced by the fear of increasingly baroque odd nature of comicclosing off future box- back-stories and book reality — in which office receipts. The most explanations for past characters never vanish, successful series of cliff-hangers but tend to have their movies by far is, of course, worlds recreated around the Marvel Cinematic them — is problematic in Universe, with 19 movies so far that a very particular way. Novels, or regular have grossed about $800 million each. book series, are frequently meant to And, of course, a sizeable fraction of finish. They have a specific story arc. humanity over the past seven days has This lends itself to self-contained cineseen Avengers: Infinity War, the latest matic storytelling, in which people instalment of the MCU, which will invest in the characters. But comic almost certainly end its run having book characters go on forever. cracked $2 billion. Like most of the 19 Superman will never die, as long as



people want to read about him. And yet, of course, DC Comics in 1992 killed him off in a series called The Death of Superman — the fastest-selling comicbook ever — only to promptly bring him back a couple of years later. In regular books, authors own their characters. They are attached to the narratives they have created for them; they are also willing to lay those characters down, in many cases, and move on to writing others. In comic books, characters are owned by companies. They care nothing about the narratives, and can always hire another talented writer to work with those characters. What does this mean? It means that the comic-book companies have to keep the stories going on forever, constructing increasingly baroque backstories and explanations for past cliffhangers. (Comic books have given us the wonderful word “retcon”, meaning “retroactive continuity”, the fictional version of fake news.) If you’re an author who is given these characters



to work with for a few years, you are always tempted to do something terrible to them, force them to face everlarger crises, and — ideally — kill them off. What happens later? Someone else’s problem. The problem, of course, is that the profit motive means that these characters will inevitably return. Death is never final in the comic-book universe. But those who died in Harry Potter — an equally fantastical world, surely! — are definitely not coming back. And big studios like Disney, which owns the MCU, have exactly the same incentives. In other words, adaptations of comic books into movies just aren’t as trustworthy as other adaptations; look carefully, and you will see studio executives hard at work preserving their future income Which leads me to the point of this story: You, reader, will no doubt soon be one of the third or so of the Englishspeaking world that will watch Infinity War, if you aren’t already. I’m not giving anything away when I say that, well, perhaps one or two of your favourite superheroes die. But don’t worry: They are actually immortal. You can thank capitalism for that.
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Centre defends in SC its decision on Aadhaar linking with mobiles The Centre on Thursday strongly defended its decision to seed Aadhaar numbers with mobile phones, telling the Supreme Court that it could have been hauled up for contempt if the verification of mobile users was not undertaken by it. However, the top court said the government had misinterpreted its order and used it as a “tool” to make Aadhaar mandatory for mobile users. A five judge constitution bench headed by Chief Justice Dipak Misra, hearing a clutch of petitions challenging Aadhaar and its enabling 2016 law, was told by Attorney General K K Venugopal that it was the specific direction of the apex court to the Centre to verify all SIM cards users within a year. PTI



No poll pomp and show: On the ground in Mangaluru ADITI PHADNIS Mangaluru, 3 May



W



alking around in Mangaluru, you would not know a cut-throat election campaign is on in the state. There are no cutouts, walls are not painted with graffiti or plastered with posters and there are absolutely no speeding vehicles blaring cacophonous music and messages on loudspeakers. The politics is in the subtext. At the BournBon Bakery (among other things, they serve a Bournvita mousse) youngsters looked at each other when asked about politics, shrugged, and a wit among them commented: ‘ask around. You won’t get Chateaubriand in these parts’. In a city of gourmets and gourmands, the reference was clear. The divide between Hindus and nonHindus runs deep. One of the most cosmopolitan cities in Karnataka, Mangaluru also has as many as 40,000 RSS shakhas, and a wide network of like-minded affiliates, including the VHP, Bajrang Dal, Hindu Jagaran Vedike and the Shri Rama Sene. At the heart of their campaigns are themes of ‘love jihad’, cow slaughter and “protection of Hindu culture”. The “danger” of Hindu girls “falling prey to boys of other communities” is the dominant worry, says a store owner. In large swathes of the city, Christians (mostly Catholic) and Muslims have a significant presence. In terms of voting preferences, the result has been that the victory of the Congress in 2013 (for the first time since 1989)



BJP Chief ministerial candidate B S Yeddyurappa campaigns for BJP candidate C T Ravi for PHOTO: PTI Karnataka Assembly elections at Chikmagalur district in Karnataka on Thursday



was a record of sorts. This tion for the last one year.” Coastal Karnataka conarea has been a BJP bastion since 1994. In the 2014 Lok tributes just 19 seats to the Sabha elections, however, Karnataka Assembly out of BJP was able to cool the 224. Yet, the region has conassembly election fever and tributed two chief ministers – Moily and Mangaluru was won by the Veerappa party defeating the Congress. Sadananda Gowda. The contest in this region is Kishore Rai, not between BJP the BJP’s chief minister desDakshina ignate BS Kannada general Yeddyurappa and secretary says: “In Congress Chief 2013, there was an Minister anti-government Siddaramaiah — it wave which was between why we lost 7 out BATTLEGROUND is Narendra Modi and of 8 seats in the KARNATAKA Siddaramaiah. district. But this “This area has time, we are looking to win all 8 seats. Sangh always been ahead of the Parivar is very strong here. curve: it benefited from eduSince last year, vistaraks have cation through Christian misbeen sent to every booth. The sionaries. It took the ball and 19-point programme of Amit ran. The people have always Shah by involving booth pra- been entrepreneurial and mukhs and panna pramukhs there is an element of comis being followed. We have petition: ‘if he can do it why been preparing for this elec- can’t I’. Business comes to



Major fire at ISRO research centre in Ahmedabad PRESS TRUST OF INDIA Ahmedabad, 3 May



A major fire broke out at a research facility located in the Space Application Centre (SAC) of the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) here this afternoon, officials said. Nobody was injured in the blaze, which was doused within a couple of hours, they added. “A major fire broke out inside a building which is used as an antenna testing laboratory (for satellites). It is located inside the sprawling SAC campus in the Satellite area of the city. As many as 27 fire tenders were pressed into service,” Additional Chief Fire Officer Rajesh Bhatt said. A senior official of the Ahmedabad Fire and Emergency Services (AFES) said the fire was reported around 2 pm and it took almost two hours to douse the flames. The exact cause of the fire was not yet known, the fire official added. According to Bhatt, the



blaze spread quickly due to were given treatment in the presence of U-Foam nearby hospitals.” material on the lab’s walls. The inferno is not expectSeveral senior govern- ed to significantly affect any ment officials, including of the ongoing projects or Ahmedabad Collector programmes at the SAC, it Vikrant Pandey and Joint said The SAC statement furCommissioner ther said, “The of Police K L N loss to the propRao, along with The SAC is a major erty could not AFES officials research centre of be estimated. visited the fire- the ISRO in the city, The immediate hit unit. cause of the fire where payloads for Pandey said satellites are is not identified a team of foren- prepared. The centre and the same sic experts was established by can be conwould ascertain Vikram Sarabhai, firmed only the cause of the known as the father after investigafire. tion by compeof the Indian space “Since it was programme tent authorilunch time, all ties.” employees were “It is expectoutside the facility when the ed that the incident will not fire broke out. Only one per- affect any ongoing projson, who tried to douse the ects/programmes of flames, complained of SAC/ISRO significantly,” the breathing problems, but statement said. nobody else was injured,” he The SAC is a major said. research centre of the ISRO An official statement in the city, where payloads released by the SAC tonight for satellites are prepared. said, “Though there was no The centre was established causality, two CISF and two by Vikram Sarabhai, known fire fighting personnel as the father of the Indian reported breathlessness and space programme.



Over 100 killed as storm lashes Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan AGENCIES Lucknow/Jaipur, 3 May



Standing mango crop in several orchards around Uttar Pradesh’s main growing belt of Saharanpur, Pilibhit, Muzzaffarnagar, Bareli, Rampur and Sitapur along with wheat in few pockets was damaged in massive dust storm that whipped through the state on Wednesday night. The disaster which also struck neighboring Rajasthan killed over 100 people in a trail of destruction that brought down mud houses, uprooted trees and flattened crops. In some places of Uttar Pradesh, orchard owners said almost half of standing mango crop was damaged, which could push up prices in the domestic market. Mango prices are already ruling high due to damage caused in earlier bouts of hailstorm and rain. Among other rabi, there was no preliminary report of any largescale damage as most of it has already been harvested. The dust storm that injured atleast 183 people snapped power lines and sent tin roofs and street hoardings flying in parts of eastern Rajasthan and the adjoining areas of Uttar Pradesh. The death toll this evening was 108. Seventy people were killed in UP and 83 injured. In Rajasthan, 38 died and another 100 were injured in the storm that hit the region



around 7 pm. The worst period lasted about 45 minutes, according to reports from Dholpur in Rajasthan. But the extent of the damage was known only this morning. The Met department today predicted another dust storm in parts of Rajasthan and UP in the next 48 hours. A Met official told PTI in Jaipur that his department had been issuing dust storm warnings for the past couple of days. India Meteorological Department (IMD) Additional Director General Mritunjay Mohapatra said the trigger for the storm was a cyclonic circulation over Haryana. But also responsible were a western disturbance over north Pakistan and adjoining Jammu and Kashmir, and easterly winds from the Bay of Bengal. In UP, Agra district was the worst hit, accounting for at least 43 deaths and injuries to 51 others, officials said. Besides Agra, the other storm-hit UP districts were Bijnor, Bareli, Saharanpur, Pilibhit, Firozabad, Chitrakoot, Muzaffarnagar, Rae Bareli and Unnao. In Rajasthan, Bharatpur district was the worst affected with 19 killed. Nine people died in Alwar and nine in Dholpur, officials said. Two of those killed in Dholpur were from Agra in Uttar Pradesh.



people easily — otherwise why would a small region in the state — Mangaluru and Udupi — have given India five banks (Syndicate Bank (1925), Bank of Karnataka (1924), Canara Bank (1906), Vijaya Bank (1931) and Corporation Bank (1906)?’ says Dr MS Moodithaya, Pro Vice Chancellor of the Nitte University. KV Kamath is among the most famous and celebrated local boys. Moodithaya says the contest in this area is not a contest of parties — it is a contest of leadership. He says somewhat cryptically that the region is poised for change. Locals say Siddaramaiah is populist. He listens to the voice of the poor and gives them what they are asking for – and such leaders are needed too. But Modi is aspirational. And there is much hanging on Modi’s visit to Coastal Karnataka on 5 May.



Chhattisgarh asks Reliance General Insurance, IFFCO to clear arrears R KRISHNA DAS Raipur, 3 May



The Chhattisgarh government has asked Reliance General Insurance and IFFCO Tokio General Insurance to clear the insurance claims of farmers against crop failure during kharif 2017-18. The two insurance companies had reportedly failed to pay ~3.53 billion claims to farmers who had insured crops under Pradhan Mantri Fasal Mantri Yojana (PMFBY) during the kharif season 2017-18. Both could not be contacted for its view on the issue. According Following to state gov- scanty ernment offi- rainfall cials, and other 1,294,189 reasons, farmers crops of across the 27 250,000 districts of farmers the state were insured their damaged crops under the scheme. Following scanty rainfall and other reasons, crops of 250,000 farmers were damaged. Of the 149 tehsils in the state, the government declared 96 tehsils across 21 districts as drought-hit. The affected farmers had claimed ~3.53 billion and the state government had asked the companies to clear it at the earliest so that it could give some respite. “The insurance companies had assured that it would pay the claims to the farmers by March 31 but it failed,” a state government spokesperson said. The state’s chief secretary, Ajay Singh, on Thursday convened a high-level meeting to review the situation. “The chief secretary has asked both the insurance companies to clear the due claims of farmers by May 10,” the spokesperson said. The department officials have been directed to take strict legal action against the insurance companies’ officials if they failed to meet the deadline.
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Nokia dials the IPL helpline



The brand looks to establish a new identity in its old bastion by reviving its association with the Shah Rukh Khan-owned Kolkata Knight Riders ARNAB DUTTA New Delhi, 3 May



M



ixing up cricket and Bollywood is a tried and tested formula for winning mass currency in the Indian market; Chinese mobile handset makers have done it with aplomb (Oppo, Vivo) as have the swarm of new start-up brands (from food to furniture to grocery delivery). Now Nokia that has a recall hugely disproportionate to its present-day market shares is looking to play the same game, hoping that the mass frenzy and excitement whipped up by the T20 carnival will rub off on its brand too. Nokia’s re-entry into the Indian market is just over a year old. In a hyper-competitive market with over 200 brands, it has managed to regain three per cent share of the smartphones market within a year according to Counterpoint Research. And in feature phones, it is at fourth place with 7.3 per cent market share, after Jio, Samsung and iTel. While the first year was about re-establishing the business, 2018 is all about going full-throttle on the promotional front. According to Ajey Mehta, country head and vicepresident of HMD in India, the



>



year is about expanding its business and reaching the masses with the message that Nokia is back in a new avatar. And that is where its re-entry into the Indian Premier League (IPL) comes into play. Nokia’s journey is going to get harder from here on, say experts. When it was the undisputed leader of the Indian market with 85 per cent market share it was early days for mobile telephony in the country and its identity was clearly marked out. Everyone knew what Nokia was and what it did for them, but now, given the market clutter and the big change in customer expectations, Nokia needs to define its unique identity. The brand has to separate itself from the rest of the market as well as its past, say experts. Nokia used to be the sponsor for Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR) team till 2013. The name and product were both an instant recall for Indian consumers till 2007-08 when Apple flipped the mobile market around. Since then the brand and the market have moved a long way and hence a comeback is fraught with challenges. In fact the past year and more has seen more brands lighting up under the pressure of increased competition than coming back.



Mehta is aware of challenges he says and adds, “In 2018, our aim is to expand our business by scaling up distribution, reach and widening our portfolio.” He acknowledges that Nokia cannot ride the Indian mass market alone. “Increasing scale will require collaboration with partners and platforms to increase visibility and IPL will gives us both. Also many of our new launches were lined up and coming up around the same time”, Mehta says. The magnetic pull of the IPL is revealed in the latest set of numbers released by TAM Sports. “Between the first match on April 7 to the thirtyfirst one on May 1, 117 brands across 58 categories have advertised on Star Sports 1 this year, as against 73 brands across 32 categories in the previous edition of IPL on Sony MAX. There is an 81 per cent rise in the count of categories and 60 per cent rise in brands advertising during IPL 11 compared to IPL 10,” the data showed. While re-associating with IPL was on the cards, HMD wanted to move cautiously. Like its global chief marketing officer, Pekka Rentala says, the firm is focused on sustainable growth that requires cautious moves rather than knee-jerk



reactions that may later prove costly. Thus before taking a final call, it evaluated many teams and zeroed in on KKR. “It’s a team that has experience and high youth coefficient. The brand has the perseverance and passion to win. After evaluating all the factors we realised that Nokia and KKR has many similarities. Their tagline, korbo, lorbo, jitbo re, (we will fight to win) fits Nokia’s ideology”, says Mehta. The association has not come cheap however. While Mehta refused to share figures, industry sources say, a team sponsorship comes with a price tag of ~15-25 crore a year. With KKR’s team sponsorship, Nokia has entered the IPL limelight, says brand consultant Harish Bijoor, which he says the brand has used well. However, it is not easy even for a brand that had attained an iconic stature in the market, to regain its past glory. IPL may offer a wide audience and reach into the consumer market, but it serves only one purpose well and that is creating awareness. HMD says it is pushing the two levers—product and distribution—simultaneously to push forward its branding efforts. The firm has had four successful feature phone launches since June 2017 and has managed to find a place in the top five feature phone brands in the market. It has also launched nine smartphone models and operates in a wide price band, from ~5,000 to ~49,999. It has also roped in over 500 exclusive distributors that cater to over 100,000 retail stores. Cricket, star power and high visibility and access, the brand clearly wants to corner every access route into the mind of the Indian consumer. Are customers willing to give it a second chance?



THE BS CROSSWORD



# 3028 the clutch (4) 18 On the way back, catch the boat (5) 19 Every other one, upset, asks for the maximum degree (4) 20 Ran around with nothing thinking to be attractive (10) 22 High water, as it were (4) 23 Supporter in an elevated position (8) 27 Being inexperienced, the animal has swallowed the lot ! (6) 28 African land has to mimic a monkey from Europe (7,3) 29 First seize the paddle and go up high (4)



demon of Muslims (5) 15 Songwriter Silverstein missed beat badly (10) 16 A charm I won for being a top person (10) 19 Lies, agitated, beset by depressions and it's very cold (8) 21 Before noon, Old English graduate is a simple creature (6) 24 Appeal for a soft light (4) 25 Daughter joins rescue vessel in night (4) 26 He left here alone, without one, it's true (4)



DOWN



ACROSS 8 Cry even after changing the youth leader with hothead ? (4) 9 Scan last entry, my holding, one with finance available (5,5) 10 City has Prince William going



>



BS SUDOKU



topless (6) 11 Flourish, having ground husks meal (8) 12 12 in. In this (4) 13 Entrance is broken; it doesn’t last long (10) 17 Assert authoritatively that it's



# 2479



1 Sort of salesman likely to put his foot in it? (4-2-4) 2 Pole fired and coldshouldered (8) 3 Subject to a seizure (10) 4 Paint a flower up outside (4) 5 Perhaps, many a bird (4) 6 Enemy holds neodymium until starting cheese dish (6) 7 Doctors need to change vest (4) 14 A piece of poetry about river
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Jet Airways’ uncertain flight path As the country’s once premier airline completes 25 years of flying, aviation industry questions where it is headed



TURBULENT TIMES Jet Airways’ consolidated financials (~ billion) 300
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t’s fair to say that there are two or three players in the Indian aviation space who remain quite a mystery to everyone in the sector. To cite a few instances: what exactly does Go Air stand for and where is it headed? What is Air Asia India attempting to do? Old timers will remember the same question being asked about Sahara Airlines. It was never quite clear what it stood for. Jet Airways — which took to the skies in 1993 — was the country’s premier private airline. Jet redefined service standards and showed people that flying could indeed be a pleasurable experience. It came like a breadth of fresh air for a country tired of the stodgy Indian Airlines and its public sector look and feel. Jet added frequencies, smart aircraft and cabin crew, giving a new lease of life to aviation in India. But today as it celebrates its 25th anniversary, Jet Airways is floundering. Old timers say they find it hard to understand where the airline is headed, if at all it is headed anywhere. It has lost its dominant position in the domestic skies. The market share of Jet Airways and JetLite together has slipped from 21.7 percent at the end of December 2014 to 17.8 percent at the end of December 2017. Yet it cannot be described as having a clear and strong presence in the international movements in and out of India. The airline looks tired and the service has lost its sheen. On-time performance has taken a severe beating, falling below Air India’s, which usually is at the bottom of the heap. Jet’s frequent flier programme — which once read as the who’s who of Indian industry —is long forgotten by most, and finding a Jet frequent flier is now a challenge. Pilots and



cabin crew are often locked in battles with the management. “Jet seems to be suffering from an identity crisis,” says Shakti Lumba, an industry expert and former commander of Indian Airlines. Many in the aviation sector agree. By all accounts, Jet’s present state looks less than happy. The last two to three years have been relatively calm for the industry, with the sharp drop in oil prices helping airlines world over make good money. Jet, too, managed to turn the corner after years of making losses. Yet its financial situation remains precarious. In March this year, the airline delayed payment of salaries. “One would expect a listed company of Jet’s size to have some back up and a handle on finances for at least a three-month window,” said an airline industry expert. Company officials say that the airline is perpetually on a cost-cutting drive and yet the “good days” never seem to arrive. The airline responded by saying it did not wish to comment on why salaries were delayed and that the troubles were behind them. Through 2017, Jet led the pack of laggards on on-time performance for eight months out of 12, with a third of its departures being late. With its hub in Mumbai, Jet does take a larger proportion of the disruption caused by Mumbai’s severe capacity constraints, but even taking that into account, the drop in on-time performance has been quite sharp. In response, a spokesperson for the airline said they had taken “several measures to improve its performance at its hubs — such as optimising aircraft rotations and streamlining internal processes, besides provisioning spare aircraft at Delhi and Mumbai, to overcome last minute challenges.” If flights are late, passengers say the airline has a tired look and feel about itself. A senior aviation industry professional who was with Jet
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Airways in 1996 says that Naresh Goyal, the founder chairman of the airline, left no stone unturned in bringing the absolute best in the market. “When everyone else had B737-200, Jet brought in 737-400s, the reservation system, the crew, the food, the livery — everything was top notch.” He says Goyal tried to model the airline after the Singapore Airlines and he succeeded. There was a time when people used influence to get a seat on Jet’s business class — often a spot for heads of companies to meet others and even strike deals. “That edge that Jet had in terms of a smart service seems to have gone,” adds Lumba. A second reason why frequent fliers are “not so frequent” is that the airline is missing on many key routes. The Delhi-Hyderabad route, for example, is underserved with only one flight a day. Even SpiceJet flies thrice a day and IndiGo has 11 flights a day, and I don’t need to remind you who came into the market earlier,” says a former Jet employee. Jet is also absent from other



routes like Kolkata-Bengaluru and KolkataChennai. Observers and commanders cannot understand the reason for what they see as Jet’s “withdrawal” from many domestic sectors. The airline, however, says it deploys its assets “wherever they yield a higher return on investment” and in a manner that enables it to synergise operations between its three domestic hubs and four global gateways to ensure seamless travel for its guests across the network. Of late, the airline has been making a concerted effort to step up aircraft utilisation and that has led to its own set of problems. Last year, the airline had managed to upset its junior pilots by offering them a work-life option that sought to reduce the amount they were paid by reducing the number of hours flown. Now, senior commanders and pilots say the airline’s “pairing optimiser”, a new software to pair crew with aircraft, is creating mayhem with rosters and schedules, a charge the airline denies. If the present is not so happy, the future too looks uncertain. The relationship with Etihad Airways that bought a stake in the airline in 2013 has been through its own share of ups and downs, and the market buzz is that Etihad is looking to divest its stake in the carrier. But perhaps the more serious question mark has arisen over the airline’s future leadership. The last four years have seen six CEOs come and go, with the current chief, Vinay Dube, taking charge in August last year. Old timers argue that Goyal, 68, although still razor sharp, doesn’t have the same energy he once did and this reflects in his “baby”. He has made repeated attempts to pull in his only son into the picture, but insiders say that the “apple has fallen far from the tree”. With the relationship with Etihad now on the brink, it is unclear who will steer the Jet ship forward.



Luke Pritchard and Jonny Laxton were 13 when they met at a boarding school in Crowthorne, England, in 2011. They bonded over a shared love of underground music and in 2014 started a YouTube channel, College Music, to promote the artists they liked. At first, the channel grew slowly. Then, in the spring of 2016, Pritchard discovered 24/7 livestreaming, a feature that allows YouTube’s users to broadcast a single video continuously. College Music had 794 subscribers in April 2015, a year before Pritchard and Laxton started streaming. A month after they began, they had more than 18,440. In April 2016, they had 98,110 and as of last month, with three active live streams, they have more than triple that amount, with 334,000. They make about $5,000 a month from the streams. The boys stumbled upon a new strategy, one that, in the past two years, has helped a certain kind of YouTube channel achieve widespread popularity. Hundreds of independently run channels have begun to stream music nonstop, with videos that combine playlists with hundreds of songs and short, looped animations, often taken from anime films without copyright permission. Live streams come in many different genres. Two of College Music’s streams are part of a family



Independently run channels have achieved widespread popularity by streaming music nonstop on YouTube



of channels that broadcast what the broadcasters call lofi (low-fidelity) hip-hop, mellow music that would sound familiar to fans of J Dilla and Nujabes. Such videos, with subscriber counts in the hundreds of thousands, are some of most popular continuously streaming music stations on the site. Many are run by young Europeans, who may have only a passing familiarity with the history of the music they are spreading. And they don’t know why, but their users really do insist on the anime images.Laxton said fans protested when the imagery of the video was changed, and provided a screenshot of a particularly upset user requesting that an anime clip be restored to one of its three stations. ©2018 The New York Times News Service
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Xi, Modi $2.9 bn railway dream could trip on Afghan reality PRAVEEN SWAMI New Delhi, 3 May



F



rom a distance, it is possible to imagine the muffled explosions that sometimes echo across the brown hills of Mes Aynak are the sounds of Afghanistan’s future—engineers blasting their way into the world’s second-largest copper ore reserves, holding an estimated 5.5 million metric tonnes. The mine, and other similar ones, are due to bring Afghanistan $1 billion a year in revenues, and create over 35,000 jobs. Like most dreams, this one is starting to give way to reality but of a different kind: the explosions are rockets, police guards stationed at the mine say, fired by villagers disgruntled by land acquisition, would-be extortionists, and Taliban units that have overrun the province of Logar, where Mes Aynak lies. Earlier this week, President Xi Jinping and Prime Minister Narendra Modi agreed to explore joint China-India work on a railway line in Afghanistan, with one spur carrying Mes Aynak’s ore to Torkham, and over the Khyber Pass into Pakistan; the other in a great north-western arc, into Iran at Hairatan. “It’s the best news we’ve had in years,” a senior Afghan diplomat told Business Standard. “If our two great friends can cooperate to build this infrastructure, it will transform Afghanistan into a hub for commerce and trade across Central Asia.” Beyond the barbed wire and watchtowers, though, lies a story that casts more than a little doubt on whether this dream will ever be realised. Ten years after the May 2008, $2.9 billion, 30-year lease awarded to two state-owned Chinese companies, China Metallurgical Group Corporation and the Jiangxi Copper Company Limited, the project has fallen apart. MCC-JCL Aynak Minerals, as the Chinese consortium is called, has sought renegotiation, but the issue has remained pending despite years of negotiation. Key to the 2008 contract was MJAM’s promise to build the railway line President Xi and Prime Minister Modi are now discussing— a project that involved traversing some of the most hostile terrain in the world.



According to Afghan officials, the rail line will give the country’s fruit, timber and gemstone exporters easy access to central Asian and Chinese markets



The contract states that “MCC has made a commitment to the Government of Afghanistan to construct, at MCC’s sole expense, a railway associated with the project”. The line was to run from Hairatan to Torkhan, carrying out ore. In 2011, then-Minister of Mines Wahidullah Shahrani said the line would run from Torkham to the northern city of Mazar-e-Sharif, passing through Kabul via Bamyan, near Mes Aynak. The line was key to India’s own still-nascent $10 billion project to mine and process iron ore at Hajigak, from where a spur will link to the rail line and enable access to Chabahar. Inside months of the contract being signed, though, global copper prices fell from $9.60 a kg to $6.60—and MCC began to edge back from its commitments. The Chinese consortium, Afghan government sources have told Business Standard, sought a waiver on $808 million due to Kabul, on top of the $133 million initial payment. It also wanted to cut the royalties, which were set at 19.5 per cent. Even more important, MCC argued that phosphate deposits and



INTERNET IN SKY



Global fliers pay ~270 for 10 MB; will Indians pay less? SAI MANISH



New Delhi, 3 May



Surfing the internet while cruising at 35,000 feet above the ground might sound new and exciting to Indian fliers. But the facility might not be cheap, if international trends are anything to go by. Business Standard analysed internet charges of 37 of the 53 airlines that provide internet services aboard their flights. On an average, in-flight internet costs 40 cents for every Mega Byte (MB) of usage on board these flights — almost ~27 for an MB of internet usage and translates into ~270 for 10 MB of data. That is significantly higher than what Indians pay on the ground. Without specific data plans, Indians pay ~4 for 10 MB of data while they are on the ground. According to online travel portal edreams, 53 airlines across the world offered internet services on board. Information regarding in-flight internet pricing was not available for certain airlines like Libyan Airline, Egypt Air, AirItalia and China Eastern Airlines. Some airlines provided free internet on board, with companies like Panasonic, Deutsche Telekom, T-Mobile and OnAir offering internet services without a cost. The biggest and most prominent internet service providers on airlines across the world was Chicago-based Gogo Inc. Evidently, there seem to be three distinct business models being followed by airlines to charge customers for internet. Customers were being charged for the amount of data used (most often in MB), the time for which they used the internet while on the flight, and in rare instances for the number of miles they used the internet while flying on long-haul flights. Some airlines, especially European and American ones, provided customers with options of either paying for the time they used the internet or the amount of data they used on board. Tariffs charged for the amount of data economy-class fliers used on board an airplane were the highest for Japan’s All Nippon Airways (ANA). Usage charges were more than a dollar for every MB of data used. That is almost ~8,000 for 100 MB of data. The lowest charges for internet usage based on data consumption were for UAE’s national airline Emirates. The airline charges fliers just ~444 for 100 MB of data while flying. Surprisingly, internet services in both these airlines were provided by Geneva-headquartered OnAir. Among airlines that charge fliers on the basis of time, the highest rates according to edreams was on GulfAir, which charged $15 (~1,000) for every hour of internet usage. British Airways charged a similar amount from its fliers for an hour of internet usage on its flights. Meanwhile others like Japan Airlines (JAL) and Turkish Airlines charged almost $10 (~666) for an hour of internet usage. German airline Lufthansa stood out among the airlines offering internet on board by also giving its fliers the option of paying by the distance, especially on long-haul flights. Lufthansa had various packages for its fliers one of which involved charging them $10 (~666) every 3,000 miles. More on business-standard.com



coal needed to smelt and process Mes Ink’s ore were not locally available—a claim Afghanistan’s government disputes. Thus, MCC said it would not build the 400 MW power plant around which the entire project was to have been centred. Instead of shipping out processed copper by road, MCC said it would move ore back to China— by truck, rendering the ambitious rail line project unnecessary. Experts are sceptical that the project, as planned, will ever move forward. China expert Andrew Small recently said Mes Aynak “is no longer a priority for the Chinese government and does not play a significant role in China’s Belt and Road Initiative that is anyway focused on infrastructure development, outsourcing capacity, and market-building, and not the extraction of natural resources”. Afghanistan, however, hopes that China—which has conducted at least one round of negotiations between the Taliban, Pakistan and Afghanistan—will revive the project, in the hope it will help stabilise the country. The rail line, Afghan officials say, will give the country’s fruit, timber and gemstone exporters easy access to central



Asian and Chinese markets. Heavily dependent on foreign aid, Afghanistan was forced to slash its development spending commitment for 2018 from over 150 billion Afghanis to 67 billion Afghanis because of a 25 per cent decline in receipts from foreign donors. Even though the Asian Development Bank is considering funding the northern spur of the line, from Hairatan to Mazar-eSharif, there is no word on who will pay for the other sectors to be built. Local security conditions have also been deteriorating, placing a question mark over the possibility of large-scale construction works in hard-to-protect rural areas. Last week, Logar’s deputy police chief, Colonel Khan Sadiq, said over 600 fresh Arab, Pakistani, Chechen and Uzbek jihadists have entered the province alone, making the country’s struggle to retake territory more difficult. The Long War Journal, which monitors the security situation in Afghanistan, estimates that government authority has either been evicted or is under challenge in 237 Afghan districts, compared to 150 firmly controlled by Kabul.



Over 65 winners of National Film Awards skip ceremony More than 65 awardees of the National Film Awards on Thursday skipped the ceremony held in the capital on Thursday after a last-minute announcement that President Ram Nath Kovind would be presenting only 11 awards, a departure from tradition. Expressing “surprise” at the “11th hour questions”, Rashtrapati Bhavan said in a statement that the President attends all awards functions for maximum one hour and that this



was conveyed to the Information and Broadcasting Ministry. “President attends all award functions and convocations for a maximum of one hour. This has been the protocol since he took office. It was conveyed to Information and Broadcasting Ministry several weeks ago and the ministry knew this all along. Rashtrapati Bhavan is surprised by the 11th hour questions that have been raised,” said Ashok Malik, press secretary to the President.



The function, being held at Vigyan Bhavan, will be organised in two phases this year, the Press Information Bureau said. The first set of awards will be conferred by Union Information and Broadcasting Minister Smriti Irani and the Minister of State Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore from 4 pm. The second set will be presented by the president from 5.30 pm. Traditionally, the President gives away all the National Film Awards. PTI
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